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Previews and schedules
for American and
National League baseball action are featured
in today's issue. Pages

10,11

SPORTS:
This year's Racer
basketball season officially came to a close
at the annual awards
banquet Monday night.
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Building to be sold; station may return
Although the building which the sale from proceeding as
housed the studios of WNBS for scheduled.
Rick Lampkin, Bank of Murray's
many years will apparently be sold,
said while he too expects
attorney,
in
air
the station may return to the
sale to go through,
building's
the
the future.
Calloway Circuit Judge David 'That-doesn't signal an end for the
Buckingham granted Peoples Bank station because another site could
the right to sell the station's site on easily be used.
Troy Cory, also known as Keith
South Fifth Street on March 13. It
d, is listed as the owner
Stubblefiel
6.
April
noon
at
is to be auctioned
Sid Easley, attorney for Peoples of the building, the equipment
Bank, said he was not aware of any inside and the tower site. Peoples
developments that would prevent Bank holds the first mortgage on

the real estate and the Bank of
Murray holds the first lien on the
equipment.
Both banks have obtained judgements against Chuck Shuffett, who
sold the stations to Cory. Lampkin
said Shuffett would have to get a
judgement against Cory to keep the
equipment and license together for
the stations to resume broadcasting.
Lampkin said a big step toward
that action is also scheduled for
Monday. At 1 p.m., Cory is sche-

Voters to decide
TUESDAY on amendments

duled to be in Lampkin's office to
give a deposition to Shuffett's
attorney.
Lampkin said there have been
offers for the station, but that a
judgement against Cory would be
needed first. He said instead of
having a sale, Bank of Murray officials are hoping instead to find a
buyer.
He said the bank recognizes the
value of the station to the community because of the fact that thou-

sands of people listen daily to hear
local news items.
WNBS ceased broadcasting Dec.
6 after the last of 20 employees
quit, claiming Cory had failed to
pay wages owed to them.
On March 13, Cory entered into
a pre-trial diversion agreement,
under which the theft of services
charges against him would be dismissed if he pays former employees a total of $10,643.02 and sets
up a $10,000 scholarship fund.

Rodent recruiters

Page 8

Much 31

By MARK R. CHELLGREN

WORLD
JOHANNESBURG,South Africa — The African National
Congress today condemned a
government plan for a new parliament as prolonging apartheid
even though blacks would vote
for the first time. Page 3

STATE
FRANKFORT — A bill to
ensure religion gets its due from
history teachers won final passage in the General Assembly.
Page 3

SPORTS
LEXINGTON — Although
Kentucky lost to Duke in the
NCAA tournament, Coach Rick
Pitino believes his program has
emerged as a winner in the
public's view. Page 8

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — Some of the
nation's leading economists are
urging further interest rate cuts
and S50 billion more in federal
assistance to state and local governments to ensure a vigorous
economic recovery. Page 3

FORECAST
Partly cloudy tonight. Lows 30
to 35. Wind becoming northwest
10 to 15 mph. Partly sunny and
colder Wednesday. Highs 45 to
50.

POLLEN/MOLD
1-800-756-4AIR
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
355.1, +0.1; below 308.4, -2.6
BARKLEY LAKE
355.9, +0.1; below 314.7, -2.4
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Perspective
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Sports
TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916
' • • • •
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30-6
p.m. Monday-Friday or 3:30-4
p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
Refular office hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday; 8
a.m.-noon Saturday.

Assoelatd Press WrIlar

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Rep.
Greg Stumbo says voters will get a
chance this fall to decide what kind
of balance they want between the
executive and legislative branches
of government in Kentucky.
The choice involves two constitutional amendments that will
appear on the ballot in November.
One would allow governors to
succeed themselves.
Another would let the General
Assembly meet every year.
The two are among four amendments that will be on the ballot this
fall.
The annual sessions amendment,
contained in Senate Bill 184, won
passage in the House on Monday
by a vote of 61-29, only one vote
more than is required to place the
proposal on the ballot.
"It gives those of you that will
be serving an opportunity to handle
some of those major problems that
come up between sessions," said
Rep. Louie Mack, D-Lexington,
who is retiring this year.
But Rep. Lawson Walker, a Villa
Hills Republican who is also not

Immunizations
offered free
to MSU students
Murray State University students will be offend free immunizations for the measles Wednesdaya following the diagnosis
of a couple of "highly probable"
CUM OA campus.
Roberta Garfield, administrator of student health services,
said students will be immunized
by student health services and
the Purchase District Health
Department from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. on the third floor of the
Curris Center. Garfield said the
shots were recommended by Dr.
Clarkson Palmer, communicable
disease branch manager for the
state.
Garfield said college students
born after 1956 should have two
doses of live measles vaccine to
be protected. She said the
recommendation for a second
shot is new, and many students
probably have not received their
second vaccination.

seeking re-election, said the effect
of having a regular session in oddnumbered years is more menacing.
"I think this is one giant step
toward making the Kentucky legislature a full-time job," Walker
said. "I don't believe it's necessary. We have special sessions."
The amendment would allow the
legislature to meet for 30 working
days in odd-numbered years to
consider "budgetary and related
matters." An amendment closed
one loophole by requiring the session to end by the last day of
February.
Gubernatorial succession and
related items are included in Senate
Bill 226, which passed 93-3. The
measure would allow the governo.
elected in 1995 to serve two consecutive terms, require candidates for
governor and lieutenant governor
to run as a slate, eliminate the
office of superintendent of public
instruction and eliminate one year
of elections in every four among
local officials.
Rep. Greg Stumbo, D Prestonsburg, said the bill leaves a
simple question about the longdebated issue of gubernatorial succession up to the voters.

CANDY 'LATHERS/Lodger & Times photo

Mickey and Minnie Mouse hand Kim Berry application instructions for interviewing with Walt Disney
World. The mice were in Murray Monday passing out application procedures on the Murray State campus. The company will be in Murray conducting interviews April 2 through April 3. Anyone interested
should go to the presentation by the company from 6:30-9:00 p.m., in the auditorium of the Industry and
Technology Building.

Libya apparently using exit visas in pressure tactic
UNITED NATIONS (AP) — In
an apparent bid to make the Security Council think twice today about
punishing Libya for the terrorist
bombing of Pan Am Flight 103,
Moammar Gadhafi's government
reportedly is denying exit visas to
foreigners.

Britain said Tripoli was refusing
exit visas to foreigners, while Italy
said its embassy in the Libyan capital reported the visas were being
granted more slowly in some cases.
British Foreign Secretary Douglas Hurd told British Broadcasting
Corp. television Libya must "let

people who wish to leave, leave."
The Libyan action recalled Iraq's
holding of foreign hostages to prevent an allied attack to drive its
forces out of Kuwait, and came as
the United States, Britain and other
Western countries advised their
citizens to leave Libya.

Libya has repeatedly sent conflicting signals concerning the surrender of the two men wanted in
the bombing of Flight 103. Today,
an Abu Dhabi newspaper quoted
Gadhafi as offering to meet with
(Cont'd on page 2)

Baby without full brain dies before court ruling
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.
(AP) — A 9-day-old baby born
without a full brain died before
Florida's highest court could rule
on her parents' request to remove
her organs for transplant while she
was still alive.
Theresa Ann Campo Pearson
was pronounced dead Monday, a
day after she was taken off lifesupport systems.
The baby's father, Justin Pearson, 30, said he and the child's
mother, Laura Campo, would keep
working for changes in a 1988 state
law that says a person cannot be
declared dead until all brain activi-

ty ceases.
"We want them to know that life
is worth fighting for — and that's
all we felt like we did," he said.
The baby's parents had wanted
Theresa declared brain-dead before
her death, before her organs deteriorated, so that they could be transplanted into other youngsters. But a
county judge ruled Thursday that
state law forbade that.
As her parents requested, Theresa's eyes were removed by the
University of Miami's BascomPalmer eye clinic. Mary Anne Taylor, the clinic's executive director,
said the eyes were too tiny and

undeveloped for use in cornea
transplants, but will be used for
research.
The case had stirred debate over
the ethics of taking organs from the
terminally ill to save others' lives.
Theresa was born March 21 with
anencephaly, in which the brain
fails to develop beyond the brain
stem, the part of the body that controls reflexes such as breathing and
heartbeat. The condition is fatal
within hours or weeks.
The parents' legal battie was
back at the Florida Supreme Court
when she died.
Earlier Monday, the Supreme

Court refused to hear the case, but
a state appeals court ruled that the
matter was of compelling public
interest and, unaware that the baby
had died, sent it back to the high
court.
Doctors said the baby's organs
had deteriorated before her death
and probably weren't usable.
"I think she accomplished a
lot," said Susan Clarke, the baby's
maternal grandmother. "People are
learning about this and talking
about this'
Anencephaly is present in about
one of every 5,000 or more live
births.

Kurth disputes article's budget calculations
By DR. RONALD J. KURTH
Murray State University President

EDITOR'S NOTE: The MSU
Board of Regents will meet in special session Tuesday at 6 p.m. in
the auditorium of the Martha Layne Collins Centerfor Industry and
Tech ology.
In an article last Saturday, The
Paducah Sun cast some doubt on
Murray State University's $4.5
million reduction in funding for the
next fiscal year. A similar article
subsequently appeared in The Murray Ledger & Times.
To begin, let us get the budget
figures accurate. The $4.5 million
is the sum of $3.2 million in appropriated funding and a $1.3 million
increase in unavoidable fixed costs
and commitments. The $3.2 million
decrement is the sum of a 3.3 percent decrement last fall by the former state administration and a 5
percent decrement this spring by
the current state administration.

Both decrements are to the base
budget, i.e. recurring.
The total 8.3 percent decrement
is the sum of the $1.43 million
decrease last fall and the $1.76 million decrease this spring to equal
the $3.2 million. In effect, the
decrement can be approximated by
multiplying last year's appropriated
funding of $40 million by 8.3 percent, or approximately $3.2 million. These are the figures published by the Council on Higher
Education (CHE) on Feb. 6, 1992
and furnished for planning to the
universities entitled "Calculation of
Governor's Recommendation for
DR. RONALD J. KURTH
Higher Education Institutions."
The newspaper articles question
Unfortunately, the arguments of
Murray State's budget assumptions. these articles do not stand up to
Using figures from budget requests scrutiny. Three errors in these artisubmitted to the CHE and the gov- cles, in particular, need to be
ernor, the articles argue that addressed.
The first error concerns the figMSU's need for next year may be
less than our projection indicates. ures projected for each university
If this were true, the task before us by the CHE funding formula. The
this year would be much easier. formula projections have no validi-

ty in developing an internal budget
for a specific university. The major
component of the CHE formula is
derived from a three-year average
of student credit-hour production.
Consequently, the formula calculation is not (as the articles state) a
projection of actual expenses.
Course enrollments in different
areas and at different levels are
assigned dollar values by the formula. For example, the formula
provides more funding to support a
freshman-level science student than
for a history student, but less than
for a music student. As used by the
CHE to derive its funding recommendations, the formula has the
advantage of creating a level playing field for all institutions and
thus is a useful tool. As CHE policy indicates, however, the formula
it not intended as a tool for internal
budget allocation.
It is interesting to note that, after
reviewing the formula calculations
which the articles cite, the CHE in

November 1991 recommended that
Murray State receive an increase in
its appropriation for 1992-93. In
response to the state revenue projections, the CHE recommendations were not accepted. Instead,
our appropriation has been reduced.
Murray State is confronted with a
major problem. The shortage of
revenue has been compounded by a
change in state budget assumptions
which has led to the additional 5
percent decrement in university
funding. The second error concerns the
impact of the cuts Murray State
was directed to take in the fall
semester of 1991. The articles arc
correct in stating that during fiscal
year 1991-92 Murray State has met
that shortfall largely through
reserve fundings and delayed maintenance projects. The articles incorrectly assume, however, that the
impact of those cuts will not be a
(Cotsi'd on page 2)
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Budget compromise reached

We ulun and after
•

TVA
Tennessee Valley
Authority
Power Bonds

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — There
may be a million -dollar problem
with the state's $11 billion budget.
The budget put together Monday
by House and Senate negotiators
cut in half Gov. Brercton Jones
original request for money to let
the Department of Education continue updating tests and assessment
procedures for students.
Sen. Mike Moloney, D Lexington, said the lawmakers cut
SI million from the governor's $2
million request.
But the governor's budget office
said the request was only for SI
million, which has left the executive branch scratching its head. The
difference might not mean much
otherwise, given the overall size of
the budget, except that the legislature's budget plan has a zero
ending balance.
That means there isn't a million
dollars to cut.
The uncertainty will be resolved
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
government's chief economic forecasting gauge rose 0.8 percent in
February, the second straight
advance and the latest suggestion
the emerging recovery would
continue.
The Commerce Department said
today the February gain, together
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before Wednesday, when the House
and Senate will vote on the budget.
The conference committee
spread its work out over three days,
but participants said there was little
rancor. Only the tight budget itself
and tradition worked to draw out
the process.
There appeared to be no clearcut winner in the negotiations, with
conferees drawing from the
budgets passed by the House and
Senate and also returning in some
instances to the plan Gov. Brereton
Jones originally offered.
The mood in the conference
turned stingy at one point, said
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville, the
veteran chairman of the House
Appropriations and Revenue
Committee.
For a time, Clarke said the group
seriously considered eliminating all
new bonded debt in the coming
budget. That would have meant no
road bonds, no park improvement
bonds and the cutting of some 5400
million in debt.

There were few contentious
issues that had to be resolved.
Education
The first decision lawmakers
made was to ignore the Department
of Education's claim that there are
4,000 more primary and secondary
students in Kentucky than initially
believed. To accept the higher figures would have meant the legislature would have to come up to $15
million to $10 million more for
schools, or redistribute that
number.
"I think the general consensus
was we weren't comfortable with
the numbers," Moloney said.
The negotiators accepted the
department's recommendation to
begin the statewide student assessment program in the coming school
year rather than waiting until 1994.
Regional service centers for
elementary and secondary education, eliminated in the House. were
kept in the final product.
Extended services, such as sum-
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with a revised 1.0 percent increase
a month earlier, marked the first
back-to-back advance since a string
of six gains ending last July. The
January index first was estimated
to have risen 0.9 percent.
The improvement was broad based, with seven of the 11
forward-looking indicators contributing to the increase. It was in
line with most forecasts.
The Commerce report said the
seven indicators contributing to the
increase were a longer average
workweek; a growing money supply, an increase in building permits:
rising prices for raw materials suggesting increased demand; an
improvement in consumer confidence, rising orders for consumer
goods, and slower delivery times
indicating increased orders.
The four negative contributors
were fewer unfilled factory orders,
falling stock prices, a decrease in
orders for new plants and equipment and rising first-time claims
for unemployment insurance.
The various changes left the
index at 147.6 percent of its 1982
base of 100. The index had risen
1.4 percent from September
through February. compared to 3.7
percent the previous six months.
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Hubbard confirms
he bounced checks

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's unemployment rate
dropped in February for the first
time in four months, prompting
an optimistic prediction Monday
from the state's chief labor
market analyst.
The February rate of 8.2 per,cent was down from January's
8.5 percent unemployment but
still much higher than the 7.5
percent figure a year ago, the
Cabinet for Human Resources
announced. The cabinet said
10,000 more Kentuckians were
working last month than in
January.
"An unemployment rate of
8.2 percent may not seem
encouraging at first glance, but
it you conlider that rates track
trends, then compare employment. labor force and unemployment figures to last February, I
think there's reason to be optimistic," said Ed Blackwell, the
cabinet's labor market analyst.
The cabinet said there were
1,659,800 Kentuckians working
in February, an increase of
32,600 more from February
1991.

Statt, AP Report
WASHINGTON — Two days
after his wife revealed to reporters
that Rep. Carroll Hubbard had
made overdrafts at the House bank,
the 1st District Democrat admitted
to writing checks that exceeded his
balance.
Hubbard, D-Mayfield, will discuss his overdrafts in a news conference on Friday, April 10, at 2
p.m. at Mayfield City Hall.
Press Secretary Jack Conway
said Monday that the congressman
will have nothing further to say
about the matter until then.
On Monday a spokesman for
Rep. Hubbard, after checking with
the congressman, said that "Mrs.
Hubbard's statement is indeed
accurate" and that Hubbard is now
reviewing records of his House
bank account with the help of
"various people."
Hubbard's wife, Carol Hubbard,
is a Democratic candidate for Congress in eastern Kentucky's 5th
District. She called a news conference Saturday to release letters certifying that she herself had bounced
no checks on either her personal or
campaign account. She also said
her husband had made overdrafts,
though she didn't know the number
and amount.
The House ethics committee is
preparing to identify all the members who had overdrafts at the
now-defunct bank.

Rep. Hubbard, who earlier
denied any overdrafts, is a senior
member of the House Banking
Committee, which has jurisdiction
over the troubled banking and savings and loan industries, and is
chairman of its Subcommittee on
General Oversight and
Investigations.
Early last October, soon after the
bank scandal broke, Hubbard said
he had written no overdrafts.
He avoided personal interviews
off The subject but issued the denial
through Joey Lucas, then his press
secretary.
At the time, many members were
requesting letters from then-House
Sergeant-at-Arms Jack Russ detailing their account history, but Hubbard declined to do so.
"I am personally aware through
monthly statements of the status of
my banking accounts in Kentucky
and in Washington, D.C., and
therefore no letter is necessary,"
he said, as relayed by Lucas.
Recently Hubbard amended his
response somewhat. Several days
after the March 12 House vote to
disclose the names of all 355 current and former members who
wrote overdrafts during the
39-month audit period, The Associated Press quoted him as saying
that to his knowledge, he had no
overdrafts.
"I guess I'll wait for the list to
come out," he was quoted as
saying.

Libya apparently...
(Loni'd from page 1)
President Bush to give him an
intelligence report that would exonerate Libya in the bombing.
White House spokesman Roman
Popadiuk said "that's nonsense"
when told about the reported Gadhafi statement. "What purpose
would something like that serve?"
he asked. "Ghadafi always tried to
get the focus off the main point

which is that he's not willing to
cooperate."
At its meeting today, the Security Council was expected to impose
trade and diplomatic sanctions and
an arms embargo on Libya because
of its refusal to surrender the two
Libyan suspects in the bombing of
Flight 103 in 1988 and four suspects in the bombing of a French
airliner a year later,
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Kurth disputes...
(Cont'd from page 1)
factor in next year's budget. The
fall 1991 cut was to the appropriation base. Permanent reductions
must be incorporated into the MSU
budget beginning with the 1992-93
fiscal year. There are insufficient
reserve funds to meet this significant reduction, and maintenance
cannot be delayed indefinitely.
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Murray State's appropriation for
1992-93, as indicated in the budget
being considered by the General
Assembly, is $37,043,300. This
amount is $3.2 million less than
$40,266,800, the original appropriation to MSU for 1991-92. This
appropriation, adjusted slightly
because of state support for debt
service, represents that 3.3 percent
cut of 1991 as well as the 5 percent
cut for next year.
The third error concerns the
budgetary impact of increases in
housing and dining fees at Murray
State. Under CHE provisions, a
university is expected to keep its
educational and general budget
separate from its budget for housing, dining and other student service operations labelled "auxilliaries." Auxiliary units must be selfsupporting.
The budget figures used in the
articles refer to the education and
general budget; they do not reflect
expenditures for auxiliary operations. Next year's increases in
MSU housing and dining fees will

serve to offset increases in auxiliary unit expenses. Auxiliary funds
should not be used to meet an educational and general decrement.
These errors, in my opinion,
could have been avoided. I personally invited the Sun reporter to
Murray to discuss this matter. Both
he and his editor declined.
Murray State's $4.5 million
shortfall is very real. At a third
special meeting of the Murray State
University Board of Regents Tuesday, March 31, I will recommend
additional planning to meet the
required budget decrement consistent with the instructional mission
of the institution.
We are well on our way to
achieving our objective of accomodating cuts in accordance with the
state mandate in a way that will be
acceptable to the University community and external support
groups. It would be unfortunate if
misinformation such as that contained in these articles affected the
manner in which the university
adjusts to the budget deficit.
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Two boys. ages 10 and 13, have been taken into custody for allegedly raping and sodomizing a 3-year-old girl. According to reports, a Paducah
woman told police Friday that her daughter had been sexually assaulted
March 20 by a 13-year-old boy and a 10-year-old boy. The older boy was
reportedly babysining the girl and her brother at the time of the alleged
assault. Reports said the brother told his mother about what had happened
and the woman had the 3-yeat-oid girt examined by a local doctor, who confirmed there had been sexual penetration and notified police. The boys
appeared Monday in juvenile court before District Judge Jeff Hines for a
detention heanng to determine whether they should be detained bending
further court action.
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ECONOMISTS URGE FURTHER CUTS

WASHINGTON— Some of the nation's leading economists are urging further interest rate cuts and $50 billion in more federal assistance to state and
local governments to insure a vigorous economic recovery. More than 100
economists — including six Nobel laureates — noted in an open letter to
President Bush, Congress and Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan
that consensus forecasts project the economy to grow at a 3 percent rate in
the second halt of this year. Such a rate would be only half the average
first-year rebound from previous recessions since World War II. Analysts
were looking for the Commerce Department's Index of Leading Economic
Indicators today for further hints on the economy's course later this year.

'SILENCE' MAKES NOISE AT OSCARS

LOS ANGELES — The politically incorrect "The Silence of the Lambs"
rewrote Academy Award history as the griOy drama about an FBI rookie and
a flesh-eating killer swept the top five Oscars, including best picture.
"Silence" stars Jodie Foster and Anthony Hopkins were named best actress
and actor at the 64th annual awards Monday night, and Jonathan Demme
won as best director. Ted Tally was honored for best adapted screenplay.
"My God. I can't believe it! I am greatly honored and tremendously moved,"
said Hopkins, who played the cunning Hannibal (the Cannibal) Lecter, a lipsmacking killer who matches wits with Miss Fosters FBI rookie. Unlike most
Oscar winners, The Silence of the Lambs" is not a warm, sentimental work
such as "Terms of Endearment" and "Driving Miss Daisy," nor a "serious"
film such as "Gandhi" and "The Last Emperor."

BABY'S DEATH DOESN'T END DEBATE

A baby who lived nine days without a full brain has forced the nation to
grapple with its definition of death and the ethical boundaries of organ donation. As Theresa Ann Campo Pearson gave up the struggle for life Monday
in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., ethicists, lawyers and judges debated whether society should make an exception for anencephalic infants to rules prohibiting
organ transplants from the living. Anencephalic infants rarely live long, and
Theresa's parents, Laura Campo and Justin Pearson, wanted her declared
brain-dead before she actually died so that her organs would still be usable
and her kidneys, liver, heart, lungs or eyes could be given to other children.
But many ethicists warn that opening the doors to kill the living to save the
dying could lead to abuses that endanger all sorts of people, from less
severely disabled infants to comatose patients and even the severely
retarded.
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Senate passes `Ten Commandments' bill
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
bill to ensure religion gets its due
from history teachers won final
passage in the General Assembly.
The bill passed Monday would
forbid "content-based censorship
of American history or heritage ...
based on religious references" in
an array of historical documents
and modern government records.
The language was attached by

the House last week to Senate Bill
193, which was about health insurance for school board members.
The Senate went along with the
amendment Monday, 37-1, sending
the bill to Gov. Brereton Jones.
The House's action last week
stirred memories of 1978, when the
legislature passed a bill requiring
the Ten Commandments to be posted in public classrooms.

The Kentucky Supreme Court
upheld the law, but the U.S.
Supreme Court struck it down as a
government endorsement of religion, violating the First Amendment.
The current bill does not mention the Ten Commandments
among things that can be posted or
read aloud in the classroom. But it
includes the national motto, In God
We Trust, and everything printed

in the Congressional Record.
It also covers the national
anthem, pledge of allegiance, the
preamble to the Constitution,
Declaration of Independence, Mayflower Compact, Supreme Court
decisions and "the writings,
speeches, documents and proclamations of the founding fathers and
presidents."

Court refuses to force Senate vote on abortion bills
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Two
Republican senators said they have
not given up on a crusade to force
the Senate to vote on three abortion
bills during the 1992 General
Assembly.
Their attempts were stymied in

the courts Monday.
A Franklin Circuit Court judge
dismissed the suit filed by Sens.
David Williams of Burkesville and
Tim Philpot of Lexington. Philpot
then appealed to the state Court of
Appeals. But Judge Anthony Wil-

holt dismissed the appeal on a
technicality.
Philpot said another hearing has
been scheduled for 1:30 p.m. EST
Monday before a three-judge Court
of Appeals panel.
The lawmaker said he was disap-

pointed that the issue wasn't settled
Monday, the last day scheduled day
for passing bills of the 1992 General Assembly.
The legislature is to adjourn
Wednesday until convening a twoday veto session on April 14.

Budget compromise reached...

(Cont'd from page 2)
mer school, which received a big
increase in the House, received a
smaller increase in the final budget.
The money for school construction was cut back to the level Jones
recommended.
Vocational Education
Schools that send students to
state-run vocational programs will
CUOMO 'WILL HELP ALL I CAN'
ALBANY, NY. — Gov. Mario Cuomo has the budget deal he says kept him
not suffer budget cuts as large as
from running for president. But while lamenting that the race has passed
Jones proposed.
him by, he promises not to be a wallflower with the New York primary a
But the number of regional vocaCuomo
said.
race,"
presidential
the
can
in
help
all
I
away.
"I
will
week
offices will be cut from 14 to
tional
New
two
if
the
next
day
or
Cuomo's political visibility could increase in the
six. They will be placed in LexingYork Legislature approves a new state budget as expected. Last December,

ton, Hazard, Elizabethtown, Bowling Green, Madisonville and
Ashland.
Air Fees
The Jones budget had proposed
raising the fees charged for air
emissions to $18.32 in 1993 and
$20.20 in 1994. The fee is charged
for each ton of most pollutants
released into the air. The compromise budget reduces those fees
to S8 and $10, respectively.
Personnel
State employees who earn less
than $20,000 per year will receive

a flat $360 annual raise starting
July 1. Jones and the House had
recommended a 2 percent salary
increase for those workers.
Employees who earn abome
$20,000 will get no raise in 1993.
All employees who earn up to
$50,000 will get a 3 percent raise
in 1994. Those above S50,000 will
get a 1 percent increase.
Higher Education
The University of Kentucky will
be allowed to spend privately
raised money to plan for a new
central campus library and new

buildings at the community colleges in Hazard and Ashland. They
will not be able to begin construction and there is no mention in the
budget about whether they tiill be
given permission in 1994.
Corrections
There will be money for a new,
300-bed private prison. But under
the budget compromise, the Corrections Department must use
existing private prison beds and
contracts with local jails before
double bunking or opening the new
private compound.

Cuomo said he couldn't enter the Democratic presidential race because he
was too involved in the fight over the state budget.

LABOR UNIONS STAYING ON SIDELINES

WASHINGTON— Some large unions are beginning to rally around Bill Clinton, but the AFL-CIO is reluctant to choose between the Democratic frontrunner with a spotty labor record and Jerry Brown with a slim chance of
winning the nomination. Adding to labor's quandary is the sudden
emergence of Brown as a serious candidate. Brown had a glowing labor
record as California governor and has embraced key union goals such as
universal health care and opposition to a trade pact with Mexico. But while
his stump speech sounds good, labor leaders worry that he can't win the
Democratic nomination or a general election against President Bush. Many
big unions, as a result, are opting to stay on the sidelines in the Democratic
presidential race.

SDI: NOT EVERYONE'S FAVORITE WEAPON

WASHINGTON — For the first time, the Strategic Defense Initiative has
become the Bush administration's No. 1 priority in the weapons budget. Yet
the anti-missile project is not everyone's favorite at the Pentagon. SDI is
causing considerable resentment in some military circles, for two reasons:
'The "missile killer" project is competing with the armed services for shares
of the shrinking defense budget. While the services' are being forced to
cancel weapons projects, lay off soldiers and scale back missions, the
civilian-led SDI got a 40 percent budget boost this year and could gain an
additional 30 percent in 1993.
'As the project moves closer to actually fielding a system for shooting down
ballistic missiles, debate is growing within the military over how to put it
together and who would control it — the services or SDI's civilian
bureaucracy.

ANC CONDEMNS NEW PARLIAMENT PLAN
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa — The African National Congress today
condemned a government plan for a new parliament as prolonging apartheid
even though blacks would vote for the first time. The country's main black
opposition group said the plan forwarded by President F.W. de Klerk's government on Monday would give whites and their allies a veto over any future
government. It repeated its demand for a single-chamber parliament elected
on a one-man, one-vote basis with no special rights for minorities. Despite
the ANC criticism of the government, the two groups appear to be making
progress on the formation of a new constitution and government.

HOLLYWOOD SITS ON 'RISING SUN'

TOKYO — The Japanese are quietly exerting control over America, a character warns in Michael Crichton's new Japan-bashing best-seller, "Risin9
Sun." The book itself may have been a test case of that allegation. Was it
shunned by several Hollywood studios, despite good market potential as a
film, because their Japanese owners were, well, quietly exerting control?
Nonsense, says Sony Corp., the Tokyo-based owner of Columbia and TriStar Pictures, neither of which bid for "Rising Sun." Absolutely not, according
to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., the parent of MCA, which in turn owns
Universal Studios. Universal also stayed out of the bidding. "We do not get
involved" with decisions on movie properties, said Jane Sweeney, a spokeswoman for Matsushita in Tokyo. "This is not even a question MCA would
bring up with us.''

Register today to win a

FREE
ELECTRA
SPORT BOAT
and

OUTBOARD
MOTOR
when you rent a tuxedo for
prom

From kfi Wanda Maness, Secretary-Installment Loans; Richard Vanorer, Vice President and
Manager-Irniversity Branch; and Gail Parker Vice President and Controller

hrough the years, Bank of Murray has been a true
financial pillar in our community As Murray has
grown, so has the financial strength of Bank of
Murray... now with assets of over $230 million. If you're
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friendly, experienced service, You Can Bank On Us!
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Anti-establishment
campaign the butt of
establishment jokes
By WALTER R. MEARS
Associated PrealNew$ Analysis

•
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Meet Mr. Kolter, professional poi

WASHINGTON -- bn the target list for Washington wisecracks.
nobody outranks Jerry. Brown — E.T.'s older brother, the guy with the
.800 number that rings in outer space.
"He drives a. Saturn because he thinks that's where they're made,"
Texas Gov. Ann Richards joked at a white-tie dinner Saturday night.
," cracked Presi"I dialed Jerry Brown's 800 number and I got Pluto.
dent Bush at an earlier affair.
One-liners like those are the fare at a series of formal-wear dinners that
usher springtime in the capital. Week to week. the black- and white-tied
audiences overlap, so different dinners require different jokes.
"Eight months to the election, already the dirty tricks have begun,"
Bash said at another dinner. "I picked up the hot line this morning to talk
to Yeltsin and I got Jerry. Brown on that damn 800 number."
The new Jerry Brown doesn't dine with the establishment, he
denounces it. So Ne cracks and reminders of his own establishment past
as governor of California all fit the formula of his lagging but unyielding
campaign for the Democratic presidential nomination.
The space jokes date from Brown's days as Governor Moonbeam. and
his protect the Earth-explore the universe theme in an earlier campaign.
The 800 cracks are about his cut-rate fund-raising operation this time.
Brown dismisses criticism of his attack campaign as the predictable
response of an establishment bent on anointing Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton as the Democratic nominee.
And when his own record is challenged, he replies that what he did
then equipped him to take on the system now.
On Sunday. Brown said a call he made to a congressman in 1988 seeking. unsuccessfully, to help a company on whose board he sat was an
example of the sort of insider behavior and influence he is campaigning to
end
The Washington Post reported Brown's effort on behalf of a pharmaceutical company run by a friend and campaign contributor. At the time.
and until mid-December, Brown was a director of a subsidiary company,
at $20,000 a year.
On ABC's "This Week with David Brinkley," Brown conceded that
was just the kind of conduct he now campaigns against. "And that's
exactly it. because there's a disproportionate ability of those who know
people, who are rich and powerful, opposed to the grassroots people who
don't have any power. and that's exactly why I quit the company."
Brown said.
Eo, the time he resigned the directorship, he had been a presidential
candidate for two months. And he'd already stirred a network flap by
advertising his 800 fund-raising number for campaign pledges, limited to
$100 a donor, in a candidate debate on NBC on Dec. 15.
Rebuked for breaching qv debate ground rules, Brown said it was
undemocratic'todeny him the fund-raising forum. "It is not as elegant as
dining at the tables of the mighty and the wealthy, but it is more democratic and more honest," he said.
He's been number-dropping — 800-462-1112 — ever since.
His campaign has reported raising S1.1 million through February, and
says it now has taken in another $I million, all in donations of $100 or
less.
The former governor, twice before a presidential candidate, then an
unsuccessful Senate nominee and the California Democratic chairman,
says he knows how to deal with insider influence and big-money politics
because he's dealt in both. In November 1989. he went to court against a
California law to impose a S1,000 limit on campaign contributions. Since
he's been there — "I've rubbed my nose in it — — he says he knows how
to combat it now.
By that standard, he can explain away almost anything on grounds that
he has reformed, and that his earlier conduct amounts to a sort of on-thejob training for his current role as a foe of the system and the entire political establishment.
•'I understand the politics and that's why what I'm doing is taking my
knowledge and what 1 know about the insider business and politics and
the fund raising and now making myself available to be the lobbyist of
those people that don't have those connections," Brown said.
At the dinner of the Gridiron Club on Saturday night, the jokes and
satire about the campaign and the government came with a visual aid: a
six-foot version of the pink Energizer rabbit, marched across the room
beating a drum labeled "Jerry Brown."
Still running.

World Editorial Roundup
March 23; The Atlanta Journal on antitrust:
Have Americans really become so frightened by competition that we
are ready to toss out all the principles we hold dear in both law and economics — pnnciples that we used to believe were responsible for our
nation's success?
Recent talk about changing antitrust laws suggest we are not only
scared. we are hysterical. Two of the changes are not only bad in their
own right, they are directly contradictory of each other.
Attorney General William P. Barr the other day suggested the United
States may soon declare that its antitrust laws are applicable to companies
in other countries. ...
The important danger here is the precedent it sets for other nations to
apply their laws against American companies, or American people, for
things they do in the United States. ...
Meanwhile, over in the Congress, legislators are hard at work on bills
that would make it easier for American companies to get around U.S.
antitrust laws, and do the sort of things ... Barr is upset about foreign
companies doing. A bill in the Senate is essentially an expansion of previous legislation that allowed normally competing companies to form joint
ventures for special research and development projects that seem too large
for any one of them to tackle.
The new measure doesn't declare that these new joint ventures would
be legal — only that persons harmed by them could recover only actual
damages. rather than the triple damages allowed under usual antitrust law.
In other words, the bill's authors assume that these ventures would be
anti-competitive and harmful. but they want to encourage them anyway.
Is anyone else as embarrassed as we are by this frantic flailing about on
the issue of competing with Japan and other countries? Let's cut it out
and concentrate on making better products. not worse laws.

-I'm a whore," said Joe Kolter. The
gentleman was talking to his campaign aides, giving them guidance for
his re-election campaign.
"I have to be," he said "You heard
of a whore? I'm a whore. I am a
political whore. And I'm going to play
it to the hilt. That's what I'm gonna be
doing. Shaking hands and kissing
everybody. I mean Fm here to get
elected"
Joe Kolter, for the record, represents the 4th District of Pennsylvania. He was talking to Sam Siple and
Chris Sainato. He made tape recording to send privately to other campaign workers, but someone leaked
the tape to Dennis Roddy of The
Pittsburgh Press.
The tape is enchanting. It is refreshing. Kolter's candor blows like a clean
spring breeze through the halls of
hy?ocnsy. I never met the guy, but I
love him.
"I'll be going to a lot of funeral
. homes. Just walk in - if I faintly
remember who these people are - just
walk in and shed a little tear and sign
my name and take off."
In his piece for The Pittsburgh
Press, Roddy descnbed the congressman as a "beefy, rough-edged man for
whom politics is not a Miter of
degrees." He is an old-fashioned
Democratic pol. He began as a New
Brighton city councilman in 1962,
went to the Pennsylvania House in

A CONSERVATIVE VIEW

James Kilpatrick
Syndicated columnist
1968, and moved to Congress in the
elections of 1982. In 1990 he beat
Republican Gordon Johnston with 56
percent of the vote.
Kolter was in trouble before the
tape became public. He faces strong
opposition in the April 28 primary
from two challengers, Frank LaGrotta
and Ron Klink. The former is an
energetic state legislator, the latter a
well-known television newsman. If he
gets by them, he will run against
Johnston again in November. In this
heavily Democratic district, Johnston
is not given much of a chance.
Exposure in The Pittsburgh Press
won't help Kolter's bid. He is heard on
the tape denouncing a political enemy
in Beaver County: "I think he's Mafiosa. Quite frankly I think he's Mafiosa. He's Italian."
During the taped conversation, a
question arose of Kolter's record on
missing rol-call votes. "I don't care
how many votes I miss, I'm gonna be

here meeting people." In this year of Rude Surprises, the
road to re-election already is littered
with the bones of incumbents. It is a
bad time for old pols.
Speaker Tom Foley's abysmal
handling of the Rubbergate checkkiting scandal has made bad matters
worse. Foley first tried his damndest
to cover up the whole affair. Then he
let the Ethics Committee dribble out
the names of the offenders piecemeal.
Instead of a one-day or two-day story,
the House now faces a three-week
storY that may drag on for months.
One ought never to overestimate
the attention span of the American
people. Eugene McCarthy, the philosopher poet, once fixed the span at
one minute, 14 second. By November, the whole affair of the House
Bank will bc old news. For all its sense
of institutional outrage, the voting
public tends to stand by a hometown
member of Congress. My guess is that
the carnage will not be as severe as it

now appears.
But I dunno. The Establishment,
however it may be defined, still
doesn't comprehend why people are
so wrought up about Rubbergate.
James K. Glassman, publisher of Roll
Call, writing in The Wall Street
Journal, characterizes the story as a
"flyspeck." He thinks the real scandal
is that we reporters are writing about
ii The New York Times, for its part,
sees the bounced checks as mostly
minor trangressions.
Various defensive voices are crying that no laws were broken, no tax
funds were abused. It was all the
bank's fault for keeping sloppy records. Slosh, slosh, slosh. Here comes
the whitewash crew.
Those who would minimize the
affair are missing the poini The
greeks had a word for it: hubris,
defined as "excessive pride or selfconfidence; arrogance, insolence."
Joe Koller will go around to the
funeral parlor and shed a tear for the
dear departed, whatever his name
was. Members of the house will
bluster through the storm.
One small overdraft, or two or
maybe three, may be forgiven. Here
we sec a pattern of regal condescension. It is the attitude of politicians
who have come to think that ordinary
rules don't apply to them. They may
have another think coming when the
snows of November fall.

Born-again Bush
Like a penitent sinner, President
Bush has seen the light and begun
lashing out at the devil he sees
incarnated in Congress.
In last Friday's (March 20)
White House speech, George Bush
testified as if he had been "born
again" on domestic issues.
In announcing his veto of the
Democrats' tax bill, the President
turne the outstretched hand he had
offered Congress in his inaugural
address into a clenched fist and
slugged the ethically punch-drunk
body in the nose. He ridiculed the
House for its banking, and post
office scandals, and he emphasized
that too much spending — not low
tax rates — is the cause of our economic difficulties.
Glory!
The New York Times grudgingly
came to his defense, rejecting the
Democrats' claim that their measure would grant tax relief to the
middle class. "The bill provided
paltry relief for middle-class families," a Times editorial said. "no
relief from the recession and virtually nothing to spur long-term
growth."
In calling the Democrats' plan
"wrong headed." the editorial noted
that the economy has already
begun a revival and doesn't need
this kind of congressional help.
The President has taken an
important first step in turning congressional disarray and its "PACs,
perks, privilege, partnerships, paralysis and pork" to his advantage.
He has invoked a 1974 law that
allows a President to rescind programs, but only -if Congress votes its
approval. If Congress refuses to
act, the programs go back into
effect, but either way the President
wins as he casts himself as the
butcher of pork. The heat could be
turned up under a little known pro-
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vision of the law that allows for a
vote on individual projects if onefifth of the House asks for it.
The President should follow up
this declaration of war on Congress
with a battle plan to be waged on
three fronts.
First, he should press the ethics
issue. He should tell the voters that
Congress, like garbage left too long
in the same place, begins to stink
and it is time to reform the entire
system. This can only be done with
new blood. While campaigning for
congressional term limits, he
should ask voters to make sure that
only reform-minded people are sent
to Congress next January, pledged
to stay for no more than a specified
amount of time.
The kecond front centers on getting information on congressional
outrages to the public. Former Wisconsin Sen. William Proxmire
issued "golden fleece" awards to
publicize wasteful government
spending. President Bush could

inaugurate a "pork chop of the
week" award, letting voters know
how their tax dollars are being
squandered on ridiculous projects.
The member who sponsors such
wasteful spending would receive a'
plaque with his name and a laminated pork chop attached, along
with the name and amount of his
sponsored program (S100,000 for
asparagus yield research, S200,000
for mink 'feeding and reproduction
research, S100,000 for manure disposal management technologies).
Press releases could be sent to the
member's district.
The third front must turn the
debate over taxes and spending to
the President's advantage. The
Democrats have managed to seize
the higher moral ground by talking
about "fairness" in taxation. The
President should take it back by
talking about faimess in spending.
Is it fair for ,members of congress
to benefit excessively at taxpayers'
expense? Should Congress receive

Just drop us a line...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinionS on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: el letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer s address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published.) The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any letter.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
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free- drugs (not including the
cocaine reportedly sold at the
House post office) while the rest of
us must pay? House Speaker Tom
Foley's decision to make members
pay for prescription drugs in the
future and to increase fees on the
House gymnasium comes a little
late.
The President should call for
spending restraint, tax relief for
families and tax cuts that will spur
growth. Raising taxes inhibits
investments, discourages the startup of new businesses and stifles
incentive.
Of course, President Bush is not
completely clean because he is
presiding over the biggest spending
increase in history. When the fiscal
1993 budget is passed, domestic
spending (including net interest and
S&L bailout costs) will be 24.5
percent higher after adjusting for
inflation that Ronald Reagan's last
budget in fiscal 1989. Inflationadjusted domestic spending grew
"only" 17 percent during the
Carter-Reagan years.
For every SI billion in wasteful
spending that is eliminated, 1 million working families could be provided $1,000 in tax relief. That is
equivalent to every family in Albuquerque, Buffalo, Des Moines,
Indianapolis, Omaha, Peoria, San
Antonio, and Portland, Ore.
People can identify with figures
like these. The Senate and House
of (un)Representatives are robbing
us blind. the President should say,
and he should cast himself as the
great reformer.
"You must give me the right
lawmakers," Mr. Bush said, "and
I'll give you the right laws." That's
a good beginning, but to prevail the
President must pound away on this
theme without let-up until Election
Day.
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Price
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Bel-Air Center
7

BY THE YARD OR BUY THE BOLT
Bold Colorful Prints
fiti
Poly/Cotton
100%
am Yd.
r
Cotton

BOOTS
WESTERN WEAR
DIAMONDS
GOLD
BUCKLES
TACK
HATS
BELTS

SHOP AND COMPARE OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICE!

Sawing
The Frio-Arm 1022
Machin' Modal
sleeves
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F ree-erm lor Llira-up low -Bobbin'Ards
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buttonholes

Western
Dusters

-

GeorgiaFbcific

GU400

3'/2x 16x40

MORE!

$13900

15% Off

Special
Sterling Silver Pink ice
Rings

699
roll

.NOTION

$8.50

Glue Sticks
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Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
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Machina
The Stylist'
9124
Modal

Model 14U34
4 Thread
serger
Overiock
3 Thread
Narrow Roll Ham

$38800
MSL $699 00

MS1 $29900

Guardian
Fiberglass insulation
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&

1
;...`4:.
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Aluminum
Storm Door
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97
$2

Reg. $2.98

Moms d US Ned rept/.
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McCalls
Patterns

60" Cotton Prints

'

use or so

Interlock
Solids
60" Wide
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$698
Prints
50% Poly-50% Rayon
60" Wide

All In Stock Sizes
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Painted
Aluminum
White & Brown

Send the FM'
Best Secretary
Bouquet. Just call
or visit us today.
Secretaries Week
is April 19-25

Polyester/Cotton

-Exclusive 5ixoso3nd
Seen 30 Slew LEI:ninnies Sonaleor
rousentne -Electronic
-Frew/inn kw sewing
•Ausoresoc Tension
•Wind.in peace bonne,
culls and sleeves
wen storage
-Oneoisp buttonholer .7w
canyIng handle

$4990°
MSL $729.00

MURRAY SEWING CENTER
id moteipentiive

EVERYDAY

LOW

Bel-Air Center
753-5323
Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Sunday 1-5

PRICE
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Babies, dismissals, deaths
listed in hospital reports
Six newborn admissions and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Friday, March 27,
have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Fuseli baby girt, parents. Janay and
Stacy. P0 Box 1396, Cadiz;
Davis baby boy, mother, Aloicia R.
213 8 West 12th St., Benton:
Paschall baby girl, parents Alane
and Ricky. Ru 1, Box 46D, Paris,
Tenn .
McKendree baby boy, parents. Marr

-

401111""--

Iona and Christopher. Rt. 4, Box 517,
ngnis baby boy, parents, Lanett*
niD
B.Ki
and Kenny, 1-iC Box 304, New
ncnoarc,
CoBe
41 ,a baby girt.
parents. Wanda
and Robert. 1013 Depot St., Paris,
Tenn
, Dismissals
Mrs Jennie K. Adams, At 7, Box
333E. Mayfield; Mrs. Mary L. Bidwell,
117 Riley Ct., Murray. Mrs Rubye
(Cont'd on page 7)
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Calloway County Arbor Day celebration will be Friday, April 3, at 11
Lm. at Murray-Calloway County Park. The presentation of Tree City
USA Plaque will be by former senator Greg Higdon. Tree planting will be
by Mayor William Cherry, Judge Executive George Weaks, Pam Shay,
Nan Rodgers and Jane Steely. Others appearing on the program will be
Arlie Scott, Robert Hendon, Leslie Steely, Ron Talent, state forester, Miranda Rogers, Melody Parker, and Jacob Falwell. The public is invited to
attend this special event, said Maxine P. Scott, Calloway County 4-H BiCentennial Chairman.

CCHS Class of 1972 to meet
The 1972 class of Calloway County High School will meet Thursday. April
2, at 7 p.m. in the Agriculture Department of Calloway County High School.
This will be to plan 'the 20-year reunion of the class. All class members are
urged to attend to plan this special occasion.

Doll Club meeting Wednesday
Jackson Purchase Doll Club will meet Wednesday, April 1, at 12 noon at
Sirloin Stockade, Murray. Anna Lou Tarry will present the program on 'Terry
Lee Dolls. All members and interested persons are invited to attend.

Bethel revival scheduled
Bethel Fellowship Church will have revival services on Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday, April 1, 2 and 3. The Rev. Walter Lester of Kenosha,
Wis., will be the Speaker for the services at 7 p.m. nightly. The church is
located on Highway 94 East of Murray. The public is invited to attend.

Elizabeth Ann Bailey and
Stephen Christopher Smith to marry

Pageants planned at South Fulton

Baile -Smith weddin
sche uled on May 1
Murray announce the engagement and
ur-lageoi their daughter. h:irabeth Ann Bailey. to Stephen
son of Mr and Mrs. Charles Smith of Marion, Ill.
the granddaughter of Mrs. Lillian Ferguson and the late
Miss BeN
Bianco Ferg'uson. of Murray and of Loman Bailey and the late Mrs. Ethelen Ba..ley of New Concord.
Mr. Srn:Ln, is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. William Parks of
Carrier Milk. 1:1., and of George Smith and the late Mrs. Addle Smith of
Stonefort. 111
The bride-elect is a 1985 graduate of Calloway County High School.
She received her Bachelor's degree in Advertising and a Master's degree
in Qrganizational Communications, both from Murray State University.
She is current.y employed by Murray State as visiting lecturer in the
department of Speech Communications and Theatre. where she also
serves as the Interim Director of Forensics.
The groom-elect is a 1986 graduate of Marion High School, Marion,
Ill., and holds an associate degree in business from John A. Logan Jr.
College, Carterville, Ill. He also holds a Bachelor's degree in Finance
from Murray State University. He is presently enrolled at Southern Illinois University.
The wedding will be Saturday. May 16, at 6:30 p.m. at First Baptist
Church. Murray.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

The Miss Twin City Beauty Pageant will be Saturday, April 11, at 7 p.m.
at South Fulton High School Auditorium, South Fulton, Tenn. The pageant is
open to girls 17 to 23 years of age, and there is a $30 entry tee. Applications should be mailed by April 3 to Susan Mayor, 1403 Broadway, South
Fulton, Tenn. 38257. On Friday, April 10, the Junior Miss TCLO Pageant
and Mr. and Miss TCLO Pageant will be held at 7 p.m. at the South Fulton
High School Auditorium. The Junior Miss pageant is open to all girls 14 to
16 years of age and the entry fee is $25. The Mr. and Miss pageant is open
to boys, ages 0 to 4 years, and to girls, 0 to 13 years and the entry fee is
$15. Applications should be mailed to Deborah Lewis, P.O. Box 202, Wingo,
Ky. 42088.

Mrs. Lexye Waldrop

Mrs. Waldrop celebrates
101st birthday March 14

A "celebration of a life" was
held Saturday, March 14, in honor
of the 101st birthday of Mrs. Lexye
Waldrop of Mayfield.
Mrs. Waldrop, the former Lexye
Belle Boyd, Boyd's Crossing,
south Graves County, wa,s born
March 14, 1891, the second child
of Willie Alice Jones Boyd and
Thomas Jefferson Boyd.
Other children born to this union
are Mrs. Maude B. Howard who
celebrated her 103rd birthday on
Jan. 20; Curtis J. Boyd, J. Clifton
Boyd, Ruth Boyd Cook„ Byron
Boyd and Novel R. Boyd, all
Tuesday, March 31
deceased.
In 1897, she began attending old
Residence Hall Talent Show/8
p.m./Curris Center Stables, Murray Sugar Hill School on a corner of
State University. Admission free. her father's farm. She attended
school in Sedalia and went to
Senior %oice recital of Bart school at the Murray Normal in
Dawson/8 p.m./Farrell Recital Hall, Murray.
She married her husband, the
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University. Admission free. late Heniard Coleman Waldrop of
Murray, and they immediately went
to the oil boom town of Wichita,
Kan., where Mr. Waldrop's
(Cont'd on page 7)
brother. 011ie and his family were
living.
After a few years, they came
back to Western Kentucky where
Mr. Waldrop went into the real
estate business. He was in the real
estate business for 59 years. They
were married 61 years when he
•Wedding Invitations
died in 1976.
•Thank You Notes
Mr. and Mrs. Waldrop had five
who are all living. They
children
•Paper Plates
are Ruth Helen Williams, Paducah;
& Napkins
Vivian Reed, Mayfield; Jeanette
Boyd Street, Pittsburgh, Penn.;
•Ink Rubber Stamps
Ralph Thomas Waldrop, Mayfield;
Much, Much More
and Willie Belle Farless, Murray.
She has four granddaughters, 10
grandsons and 25 greatSilk Screening
grandchildren.
T-Shirts, Caps etc...
Her daughter in Murray, Mrs.
Farless, has been teaching in the
"Best Prices In Town'
Murray Independent School System
for 22 years. Her granddaughter
and Mrs. Farless' daughter, Jeanette Belk Philpot, with huband, and
two children, live in West LafayetSouthside Shopping Cpnter
te, Ind., where he is completing his
759-4796
Doctor's degree in engineering at

CALENDAR

BRIDAL
,REGISTRY
r

Specialty Items
Our Specialty

We are pleased to announce
that Danette Roberts bride-elect
of Darren Jones. has made her
domestic and household select40PIS through our bridal revs/in,
Danetie and Darren will be
married May 30. 1992.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray

QUICK PRINT

Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-41

MIAMI INDIAN
O
BING
Broadway Mayfield

Garden Department will meet

Purdue University. Her grandson
and Mrs. Farless' son, Dr. Frank G.
Gilliam Jr., is completing a fellowship in Neurology at Howard Medical School and Massachusetts General Hospital, Cambridge, Md. He
is married to Dr. Brigit Haylund
Gilliam, who is in practice in
Lexington.
Mrs. Waldrop has enjoyed excellent health most of her life. Her
father, Thomas Jefferson Boyd,
lived to be 99 years old. Her sister,
Maude, still lives on the farm
where they were born, at Boyd's
Crossing, and they talk on the telephone with each other about once a
week.
Mrs. Waldrop maintains her own
home at East College and Third
Streets, Mayfield, which she and
her husband built in 1936. She has
been a member of First United
Methodist Church and the United
Methodist Women since 1941,
transferring her membership from
Beech Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church where she was
converted and joined the church at
the age of 13. She is a charter
member of the Mentor Club.
When one has lived to be 101
years old, people often ask the secret of her longevity. She believes in
living by the golden rule, and in
practicing moderation in all things.
Until a few months ago, she spent
one hour a day reading the Bible.
She read through the Bible in 1989.
She has been an exemplary Christian, wife, mother, grandmother,
housekeeper, seamstress and cook.
The month of January was
always reserved for braiding rugs.
Springtime was reserved for making Easter and prom dresses for her
daughters. Kindness is her
hallmark.
Mrs. Waldrop had the pleasure
of having her children, grandchildren and their families from as far
away as Pennsylvania and Colorado with her on her, birthday. It
was celebrated with a special luncheon at the home of her son, Ralph
T. Waldrop, Mayfield.

Extra Pounds
Got You Down?

Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

247-8537

Call us and set up an
appointment irith"our
fitness professionals."
v Square

Golf Tournament planned
The Annual Golf Tournament of Blood River Baptist Association will be
Saturday, April 11, at Miller Memorial Golf Course, Pottertown Road, Murray. The cost will be $22 for non-members and $8 for members of the golf
course. Rules and forms for teams have gone out to all those who played
last year. Anyone ales, who is interested in playing and needs more information may call the associational office at 437-4203. Your check should
accompany the form with your team members' names, addresses and
phone numbers, and mailed to the Associational office at P.O. Box 53,
Hardin KY 42048. Tee times will be assigned. Deadline will be Tuesday,
March 31. No cancellations and refunds will be taken except for inclement
weather when the golf course is closed.

Diabetes Program planned
Purchase District Health Department's Diabetes Control Program will
sponsor a Shopping Awareness and Diabetes Control event. This will be at
lqoger's in Murray on Wednesday. April 1, or Wednesday, April 8, starting
at 9 a.m. This 30-45 minutes dass will include walking through the aisle of
the store and designed to hlep provide a person with some basic shopping
tips when shopping for foods to follow the dietary guidelines for those who
have diabetes. There is no charge for the class, but class size will be limited, according to Jeanne Jones, M.S., Nutritionist, Diabetes Control Program. To register call the Calloway County Health Center, 753-3381.

Health Express lists more stops
The Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will make stops
on Wednesday and Thursday, April 1 and 2, of this week. Offered will be
blood pressure, pulse and two hour blood sugar screenings. Also available
will be a Stool for Occult Blood Screening Kit for $4. Stops on Wednesday
will be at Liberty Savings Bank, Symsonia, from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and at
Hardin Library from 1 to 3 p0.m. On Thursday the express will be at Piggly
Wiggly, Murray, from 8 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m.

Joy Fellowship to meet April 6
The Joy Fellowship of First Assembly of God Church will meet Monday,
April 6, from 6 to 8:30 p.m. at Pagliai's. A special Easter Hat contest will be
held. Doris Strong of Paducah will be the speaker. For reservations call
Judy Denton at 753-9830.

Day Of Recollection at Aurora
A Day of Recollection will, be Sunday, April 5, at 10:30 a.m. Mass at St.
Henry's Catholic Church, Aurora. The theme will be By Name We Are
Called.' A sack lunch is requested for the noon luncheon. Coffee and drinks
will be available. A communal penitential service will begin at 2 p.m.

Retired teachers plan meeting
The Calloway County Retired Teachers Association will meet Monday,
April 6, at the Ellis Community Center, 630 Ellis Dr., Murray. Refreshments
will be served at 1 p.m. and the program will start at 1:30 p.m. Peggy Williams, director of W.A.T.C.H. (work activities training (renter for the handicapped) will give an update on the various activities of the local center at
702 Main SWt., Murray. CCRTA President Wilson Gantt invites all retired
educators from the Murray City, Calloway County arid Murray State University systersm to attend and to consider membership in Calloway County,
First District and Kentucky RTA groups.

Girls' Basketball Banquet planned
Calloway County High School Girls' Basketball Banquet will be Friday,
April 17, at 7 p.m. at the school. This will be a dessert-banquet with a $1
donation to be taken for the Girls' Basketball Program. All interested persons are invited to attend.

Masonic lodge plans breakfast

715 E

Every Thursday-Friday-Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M

The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday,
April 2, at 1 p.m. at the club house. Joyce Nunnally will discuss 'The Hospice Program.' Margaret Owens will give the thought for the day and the
introduction. Hostesses will be Lilly Williams, Clovis Jones, Hontas Houston,
Mary Hamilton, Sally Livesay, Margaret Taylor and Lurline Billington.

Premiere
I kali!' and Fitness Club
759-9999

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will have its famous
semi-annual ham breakfast on Saturday, April 11. Serving will be from 6 to
10 a.m. As has been the custom for several years, a donation of $3 is
requested and a person can eat all he or she wants. *The public is invited to
attend the breakfast at the Masonic Temple, located on Highway 121 North,
Coldwater Road, at Johnny Robertson Road,' said Roy Hwmon, public relations chairman for the lodge.
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Tuesday, March 31
Public Forum by Murray Calloway County Parks Board/7
p.m./Murray High School cafeteria.

Wednesday, April 1
First Presbyterian Church
Church events include ARK/5 p.m.

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m..-4:30 p.m.

First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Bell Choir/4 p.m.;
Youth Club/5 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7:30 p.m.

-"X Alcoholics Anonymous/open
N.;

meeting/8 p.m./American Legion
Hall, South Sixth and Maple
Streets, Murray.

Parents Anonymotts/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.

•

Bingo/K/C building/7 p.m.

Lisa Michelle Flanigan and
Edward Dean Brandon to marry

Flanigan and Brandon
wedding will be Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Flanigan of Benton announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Lisa Michelle Flanigan, to
Edward (Eddie) Dean Brandon, son of Mr. and Mrs. Frankie Brandon of
Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Opal Arlene Flanigan of
Bluford, Ill., and the late Cecil C. Flanigan and the late Roy and Marie
Hill.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Brandon of Murray and of Mrs. Nela Kimbrell of Athens, Ala., and the late Zeno
Kimbrell.
Miss Flanigan is a 1990 graduate of Marshall County High School. She
is employed at Kenlake Foods, Murray.
Mr. Brandon attended Calloway County High School. He is employed
at Ellis Popcorn, Murray.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Sunday, April 5, at 2 p.m. at
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend.

Deltas hear Janice Rose

Murray TOPS/7 p.m./Southside -Grace Baptist Church events
Manor Recreational Room.
include Youth-College/Career
Choir/6:15 p.m.; Children's, Youth,
Recoveryr7 p.m./Red Cross Chap- College, and Adult Bible Studies/7
ter House, 223 West South St., p.m.; and Weekly Workers/8 p.m.
Mayfield. Info/1-247-5469.
Memorial Baptist Church events
Comedian Gene Cotton/7:30 include supper/6 p.m.; Sunday
p.m./curris Center Stables, Murray School Workers/6:15 p.m.;Prayer
meeting/7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8
State University. Admission free.
p.m.
/Singles Organizational Society/7
p.m./Chamber of Commerce building. Info/Pamela, 753-7638, or
Jeanne, 753-0224.
Wednesday, April 1
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous open
discussion/11 a.m./American Legion Hall, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
Cordelia Erwin Circle of South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church Women/1:30 p.m./church.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
Calloway County Public Library
Board/4:30 p.m.
Bereavement Support Group/9:30
a.m./Hospice Office, 3rd Floor/
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1389.
.
Oaks Country Club Ladies Bridge
Play/9:30 a.m.

r-

id

Senior Citizens' Golf League/9
a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.

Id

Murray Overeaters Anonymous/
beginners/5:1 5 p.m. and
regular/5:30 p.m./Ellis Community
Center.
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Janice Rose, center, of Calloway County School System discussed the
non-graded primary school at a meeting of the Delta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club held at Sirloin Stockade on Saturday,
March 14, at 11 a.m. She was introduced by Vanda Gibson, right.
Pictured at left is Ruth Cole, department chairman. The department
will meet Saturday, April 4, at 10 a.m. at the club house. The guest
speaker will be Anne Ingle R.N. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Her topic will be "Body Cues."

Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
Bible Classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p.m./Christian Science Church.
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(Cont'd from page 6)

Burcheh, Rt. 7, Box 909, Murray;
Robert L. Burton, Rt. 4, Box 81,
Murray; Earl W. Crick, Rt. 2, Box 110,
Murray; Ms. Myrtle Devine, West View
Nursing Home, Murray;
Robert E. Farless, 1311 Vine St.,
Murray; Ms. Eva Farris, Fern Terrace
Lodge, Murray; Mrs. Madge Ferguson,
1512 Johnson Blvd., Murray;
Mrs. Darlene E. Gimple, Rt. 1, Box
810, Dexter; Russell Johnson, 1403
Story Ave., Murray; Frank J. Moon, Rt.
2, Box 174, Puryear, Tenn.;
Earl Outland, 1623 Hamilton, Murray; Mrs. Mildred Fiaper, HC Box 209,
New Concord; William Redick, 900
Coldwater Rd., Murray;
Mrs. Vickie E. .Reese, 700 Poplar
St., Murray; Mrs. Ina M. Troyer, Rt. 1,
Box 96, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Myrtle Van
Dyke, 913 Story, Murray;
John Walker, West View Nutsing
Home, Murray; Mrs. Aloah Wyatt and
baby girl, 60 Forest Circle Dr., Cadiz.

One newborn admission, dismissals and two expirations at MurrayCalloway County Hospital for
Saturday, March 28, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admission
Elkins baby girl, parents, Jennifer
and Robert, 211 West 14th St.,
Benton.

Dismissals
William E Bazzell,/Rt. 1, Box 211A,
Farmington; Miss Teresa L Boren,
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177 Wynnferry Rd., Dover, Tenn.;
Ronald F. French, 627 Broad Ext .
Murray; Mrs. Kimberly K. Holmes, Rt
2, Box 72, Hickory; Yannick Kenneth
Jones, Ftt. 1, Box 31, Murray;
Mrs. Linda Meshew, At. 7, Trail
Ridge Rd., Mayfield; Mrs. Sharon L
Darnell and baby girl, 15025 Linton
Rd., Cadiz

Expirations
Dewey 0 Parks. 1623 Farmer Ave
Murray; Mrs. Charlotte Stubblefield.
107 South Eighth St., Murray

Dismissals and two expirations
at Murray-Calloway County Hospi-

tal for Sunday, March 29, have
been released as follows:
Dismissals
Mrs. Velma Baker, Rt. 1, Box 666,
Hardin; Miss Aleicia R. Miller and baby
boy, 213 B West 12th St., Benton;
Mrs. Alane L. Paschall and baby
girl, At. 1, Box 46D Gate 3 Rd., Paris,
Tenn.; Leo Dean, 1002 Cowan, Paris,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Avis R. Robertson, Rt. 2, Box
147, Murray; James D. Gilbert, Rt. 2,
Box 84, Murray; Bruce Barton, Rt. 2,

First Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/9:45 a.m.; Fellowship -supper/5:30 p.m.; Teacher
Training/6 p.m.; Library open/6:15
p.m.; Klaymata and Children's
Choirs/6:30 p.m.; Prayer meeting/
6:45 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/7:45
p.m.

Box 195, Hazel;
Fred M. Garland, Rt. 1, Box 158,
Kirksey; Mrs. Reba L. Wiggins and
baby girl, Rt. 1, Box 372-B, Sedalia;
Mrs. Janay E. Futrell and baby girl,
1115 So. Rd., P.O. Box 1396, Cadiz;
Mrs. Marlena McKendree and baby
boy, Rt. 4, Box 517, Benton,

Expirations
Mrs. Arlene P. Reck, Rt

1, Kirksey;
Kenneth A. Grogan, 1322 Olive Blvd.,
Murray.

Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Family 'potluck with
Actecns, GAs, and Mission organization leaders in charge/6 p.m.;
Brotherhood, Baptist Women,
Acteens, RAs, GAs and Mission
Friends/7 p.m.

Emma Story of The Gallery presents her special feature on "Decorating with Pictures" at the "Picture Perfect" luncheon of Murray
Christian Women's Club held March 17 at Seven Seas Restaurant.
She illustrated her talk with several pictures. Pictured at left is
Camilla Seabolt of Franklin, Tenn., who was the featured speaker.
Special music was presented by Karl Thomsen, graduate student at
Murray State University. Lois Green, chairman, presided. Also taking
part were Marla Wallace, Pat Wood, Gloria Shull, and Allene Knight.
The next luncheon will be Tuesday, April 21, at 12 noon at Seven Seas
Restaurant. These are open to all interested women. For reservations
by Sunday, April 19, call Freda Lovett at 753-3999 or Marilyn Pritchard at 753-9930.

RENTAL
VAN
For The Perfect

Westside Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
First Christian Church events
include Evangelism Committee/12
noon/Pagliai's; Christian Family
Fellowship/5:30 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7 p.m.
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and
Twos/9:30 a.m. and Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include CST/3 p.m.; CRSVolleyball/Cookout/6 p.m.; H.S.
PSR/7 p.m.; Liturgy Committee at
Rita Kurz's home/7 p.m.

Family Vacation...Go In Style.

753-4461

MA Auto & Van Rental
VISA

Wickliffe Mounds Research Center opens today. Hours/9 a.m.-4:30
p.m.
Murray State University 'Breds
baseball team plays Arkansas
State/2:30 p.m./Reagan Field.
Paintings by Murray State University art students on display today
through April 12 at Eagle Gallery,
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University. Admission free.
Tim Scarbrough student art exhibit on display today through April
12 at Curris Center Gallery, Murray State University. Admission
free.
Barbara Preston art exhibit on
display today through May I at
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
Murray State University. Admission free.

IfetotiARNA
Tiller
Now $64995

Keith's Lawn & Tractor Center
80 East Main

Land Between the Lakes' events
include Seven Wonders of the Solar System/1 1 a.m. and 2
p.m./Visitor Center; Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./Homeplace; Feeding Time of
Fallowa and White-Tailed
Deer/9:15 a.m., Bald and Golden
Eagles/2 p.m., and Red Wolves and
Coyotes/3 p.m./Nature Center.

759-9831

With special deals on powerful Poulan Pro''
tractors, mowers and tillers, there's no
better time to move up to Pro quality

SAVE

'150

ONLY $649
"
Reg $799.00
MODEL PPRT5
REAR TINE
TILLER

T%'

Saturday, April 4, 1992 • 9 a.m.-Noon
MSU Curris Center, Barkley Room, 3rd Floor
Registration -'35 Seating Limited (Tickets at door upon availability)

•5 HP Briggs & Stratton engine
• 17" tilling path
• Counter-rotating rear lines throw dirt forward lobe
refilled for maximum efficiency
• 7 position depth stake
4 Forward and reverse transmission with handlemounted controls
• Chain drive

REGISTRATION FORM
Name
Address
Telephone
Credit Card: Visa

"Limp In - Leap Out"

NOW'S THE TIME
TO TURN PRO!

Barbara Fielder

Card Number

This efficient tiller turns up dirt
like no other. With a 17'till path,
power reverse, adjustable
handles pus counter rotating
tines and two-year warranty,
this solid Husky is built to last.

QUALITY PRODUCTS
The PLACE To Buy Your Tiller

.4111111

*How To Develop A Polished Professional "Look"
Through: Personalized Image and Fashion Secrets; Tips To Help You Immediately Change Your
Wardrobe With Color and Accessorizing.
*Creating An Inward Sense OfConfidence For An
Outward Poised Appearance, By: Identifying and
Taking Care Of Your Personal Best; Knowing
What You Want And The Roadmap To Get
"There"

CRT50 Tiller 5.0 HP.

Reg. $749.95

Your Self Esteem
Is Showing...
...Design The
Powerful You!

In creating the powerful you, the presentors will
cover:

4=I

Introductory Offer

DESIGN THE POWERFUL YOU

t:udy Overbey

East Main St. • 753-4461

MasterCard
Expiration Date

Signature
Mail Fee To:Judy Overbey,Rt.6 Box 86,Murray,KY 42071
or Call. 763-0222 or 1-800-737-0222 For Registration
Today,

Poulan
PRO

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St. • 753-2571

t.

-I •
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•
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Irish eyes are smiling after
NIT win over Majerus, Utah
ly an NBA coach in New York, Phoenix and Dallas.
NEW YORK (AP) — On Oscar night, Rick Majerus
Still, all anyone wanted to ask MacLeod and Majergave a great performance.
us about after their game was the ending of their
The burly Utah coach banged his fist on a scorer's
game.
table three times, slammed down a clipboard, punched
Utah (23-11) had taken its first lead of the night at
in the air, shouted, stomped, stared and pointed at a
on Phil Dixon's 3-pointer with 34 seconds
55-54
referee. Silence of a lamb, certainly not.
Notre Dame (18-14) missed a couple of
remaining.
an
win
not
For that 10-second clip, Majerus did
shots, got the rebound both times and called a timeout
Academy Award. Instead, he earned a technical foul
12 seconds to
with 9.7 seconds left Monday night that enabled Notre with
the inbounds play under the basket, LaPhonso
On
champthe
Dame to rally past Utah 58-55 and reach
the ball off his foot and Utah recovered.
bounced
Ellis
ionship game of the NIT.
was,called for pushing Ellis, triggerAfeaki
Paul
But
lost
"I was wrong and 1 cost my team the game. I
ing Majerus' tantrum.
control," Majerus said. But for a game to be decided
"I thought it wasn't a foul and that he put it off his
know."
don't
I
call,
of
on that kind
and we got it," Majerus said.
foot
the
in
A foul called on Utah during a scramble
thought he got bumped," MacLeod said. "The
"I
resulting
the
and
outburst,
middle prompted Majerus'
had no one in front of him to block his view.
official
luck o' the Irish sent them into Wednesday night's
was no hesitation of the whistle."
game against Virginia for the National Invitation There
Nor was their any wait when referee John Cahill
Tournament title.
up and teed off Majerus.
teed
semifirst
Virginia, which beat Florida 62-56 in the
"It
was deserved," Majerus said of his technical.
rebounds,
15
and
points
27
final behind Bryant Stith's
nothing to say about the officials. But I'm
got
"I've
routed Notre Dame 83-56 in Charlottesville, Va.. on
ask one of them on a camping trip this
to
going
not
Jan. 18.
"We watched Virginia earlier in the evening, and summer."
Ellis sent Utah a little closer to its summer vacation
they look like they've improved. Bryant Stith is just a
when he made his first foul shot, tying it at 55. He
tremendous player and 1 think an excellent NBA prospect." said Notre Dame coach John MacLeod, former- (Coot'd on page 9)

UK's Pitino sees bright days ahead
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Although Kentucky lost to Duke in
the NCAA tournament. coach Rick
Pitino believes his program has
emerged as a winner in the public's
view.
"1 don't think Kentucky will
have dark days again," Pitino
said Monday in Wildcat Lodge.
"The program is rebuilt on a solid
foundation. I think we won everybody over. I think we won everyone of (the media) over. Kentucky
did it the right way, with integrity
first.'
It marked Kentucky's first
appearance in the tournament after

ever

serving a two-year ban for rules
violations.
Kentucky, which finished 29-7
and ranked sixth in the nation, fell
to Duke 104-103 in the NCAA East
Regional final when Christian
Laettner hit a basket as time
expired in overtime.
"It was one of the most special
seasons Eve ever been part of and
it ended with one of the most special games," Pitino said.
Pitino told the four seniors after
the game that "you've been part of
something glorious. I said, 'You
may be crying now, but go in the
shower and come out happy

because this is not the game of life
but the game of basketball.' "
John Pelphrey, Deron Feldhaus,
Richie Farmer and Scan Woods
ended their careers at Kentucky
one victory away from the Final
Four.
"It's been a great three years,"
Pitino said. "It feels like three
days instead of three years because
of these four young men."
After the game, Pitino showed
the players a copy of Sports Illustrated magazine from nearly three
years ago with the cover story
"Kentucky's Shame" about the
(Cont'd on page 9)

Racer head coach Scott Edgar said farewell to his two seniors (seated) Popeye Jones, left, and Scott
Adams at Monday night's banquet. Other team members pictured are: (from left) Frank Allen, Cedric
Gomm, Scott Sivills, Bo Walden, Jerry Wilson, Craig Gray, Scott Adcock and Jamal Evans.

MSU retires Jones' No. 54 at banquet
Staff Report
Murray Lodger & Timm

The outstanding play during
his career had Racer basketball
fans hanging from the Racer Arena rafters on many a night, so it
was only fitting that he has his
number hanging from them.
•
At Monday night's Murray
State University Basketball Banquet, senior Popcye Jones had his
No. 54 permanently retired for

his role in leading the Racers to
four OVC championships, as well
as his personal accomplishments.
In addition, Jones also picked
up three other awards on the
evening: the Dick Cunningham
Rebounding Award, the Joe Fulks
Most Valuable Player Award and
the Jeff Martin Basketball Award.
Also winning awards were:
Cedric Gumm, Howard Crittenden Free Throw Award; Bo Walden, Garrett Beshear Defensive

Award; Maurice Cannon, Bennie
Purcell Assist Award; Frank
Allen, Tom Moran Most Courageous Award; Matt Donkin (manager), Rex Alexander Scholar
Athlete Award; Scott Adams,
Individual Character Award; and
Scott Sivills, Coach's Hustle
Award,
Elaine Edgar, wife of Head
Coach Scott Edgar, won the Will
Ed Stokes MSU Basketball
Award for the season's top Racer
fan.

IU's Anderson, Meeks A tale of hairy legs and
like role off the bench overly fleshy stomachs

Indiana senior Eric Anderson has paced the Hoosiers in their NCAA
stretch run as he's hit 22 of 31 shots coming oft the bench.

AFFORDABLE
QUALITY

BLOOMINGTON, Ind. (AP) —
Indiana coach Bob Knight wasn't
happy with the play of Eric Anderson and Jamal Meeks late in the
regular season. The team's lone
seniors were penalized in typical
Knight fashion: They were
benched.
Anderson and Meeks, however,
revitalized their play in time to
help Indiana reach the Final Four
in Minneapolis.
Indiana's victory over UCLA in
the regional final sent the Hoosiers
(27-6) against defending champion
Duke (32-2) in the NCAA semifinals Saturday.
'
Anderson, a career 50 percent
shooter, hit only 38 percent during
the Big Ten season and made just 9
of his last 31 through the March 15
loss to Purdue.
Meeks, a guard lacking an outside shot, averaged barely two
points a game.
Anderson has regained his shooting touch in four NCAA tournament games, hitting 22 of 31 shots
(71 percent), including 6 of 8
3-point attempts. He,also is 16 of
17 at the foul line, where the Hoosiers have hit 82.1 percent in tourney games.
Meeks has recorded 34 assists
and only five turnovers in the four

NCAA games.
Anderson said that his shot
resembled a knuckleball and lacked
sufficient arc when he was
slumping.
"Now I've getting good rotation
on the ball, and I'm getting good
extension on the shot," he said.
In Indiana's 106-79 victory over
UCLA in last Saturday's regional
final, Anderson scored 17 points on
,
7-of-10 shooting.
"I can't put into words how I
feel," he said. "I'm awfully grateful that we got this far, and I thank
God that we were capable of gett.ing this far. e'
"That's the reason you come to
this type of program. I feel I've
had a complete career by doing
well in the tournameni"
Anderson has played in 101 victories at Indiana, but the Hoosiers
hadn't reached a regional final during his career until last week.
"We came into the tournament
wanting to prove something, that
we were a better team than we
played at the end of the season,"
he said. "It's a once-in-a-lifetime
thing getting this far in the tournament. This is my last shot."
Meeks says the Hoosiers have
displayed a bigger heart since tournament play began.

Remember the 10th
For City Newspaper Carriers
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EAGLE SUMMIT 2 DR. Red 138.97/mo '7,079 Cash
EAGLE SUMMIT 2 DR. whde 148.78/mo 1,479 Cash

148.78/mo '7,479 Cash
154.59/mo 7,879 Cash
RAM 50 P.U. champagne
154-89/mo 1,879 Cash
RAM 50 P.U. Rod
PLYMOUTH COLT 2 DR. etu. 159.88/mc 1,149 Cash
DODGE SHADOW 2 DR Fwd 159.88/mc '8,149 Cash

DODGE COLT 2 DR.
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Cain's°
CNOrrauts • PLYMOUTH • DOOM • EAGLE

Hwy. 641 N. • Murray • 7534448

The 10th of each month is a very important day to your city
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
So. paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.

Mirrray Ledger 81 Times

LONDON(AP)— Unlike the United States, locker rooms are generally off-limits to the media after sporting events in England. The idea
of a woman reporter in the clubhouse is especially unheard of.
So it was a novelty when the London Monarchs of the WLAF
opened their locker room to accredited journalists — including women
— after their games.
Anne Barrowclough of the Daily Mail went into the dressing room
following the Monarchs' 31-28 loss to the Frankfurt Galaxy at Wembley Stadium on Saturday night.
Her story, published Monday, would probably not win her many
friends with the team, with feminists, or with American woman
sponswriters.
The article began:
"American football players look better with their clothes on than
they do naked. Their shoulders are bigger, their bottoms smaller and
their trousers do for their legs what lycra leggings do for those of teenage girls.
"When all that glittering apparel — huge shoulder pads, predatory
helmets, sexy pants — come off, though. they are reduced to being just
big men with huge thighs and overly fleshy stomachs."
The story continued:
"Being in the locker room wasn't an edifying experience. The smell
of stale socks and fresh sweat does nothing for me. Some of the
bodies, as I have mentioned, could have done with the Hip and Thigh
Diet. And the conversation? Women fantasize about locker room chat.
It holds the same fascination for them as purdah does for men.
"But all anyone wanted to talk about on Saturday was the game. I
might just as well have been in the pub after an Arsenal (soccer) match
for all the enlivening conversation I got."
As for the game, the article lamented the lack of action on the field.
"Nothing much seemed to be happening. This game was for first
place in the European division of the World League, but to the unitilted it seemed that inertia ruled. ... And the ball was constantly hidden under piles of players whose only occupation appeared to be butting each other with their helmets.'
The writer returned to the physical appearance of the players.
"The woman in front of me had decided that Monarch players Nos.
2 and 3 had the nicest bottoms on the field and we agreed that American football players are sexier than English soccer players because
their shiny leggings stop you from having to look at dirty, hairy legs."

Gilliam back at Tennessee
nce
State after 5-day abse
resigned due to bad
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Tennessee State coach Joe Gilliam
is putting his rescinded resignation
behind him and focusing on spring
practice.
Gilliam, 62, was back in coaching Monday, five days after quitting because of what he had called
a lack of support from the administration. The coach said Monday

night he had
information.
Gilliam's five-day resignation
had caught players off guard as
they prepared for spring practice,
which starts Friday.
"One of the main factors is —
can we get back on track?" Gilliam said Monday night. "This is
adversity, for us."
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Talking all that Jazz; Utah
becoming a hot NBA item

Actions& Reactions
BASKETBALL

(AP)-Two years of frustration
appear to be coming to an end for
the Utah Jazz.
Having lost the Midwest Division on the final day the previous
two seasons, the Jazz took a big
step towards clinching the division
title Monday night, beating the
Milwaukee Bucks 120-100.
Jeff Malone scored 30 points on
15-for-22 shooting and Karl
Malone had 27 points for the Jazz,
who clinched a playoff berth and
handed Milwaukee its 21st consecutive road loss. Utah, an NBAbest 32-4 at home, now leads twotime defending division champion
San Antonio by 5'A games.
Despite the 20-point final margin: the Jazz didn't take control
until the third quarter, when they
extended a one-point halftime lead
to 82-65 with 1:09 left
"We're not coming out with the
right intensity, and we may be
looking over our shoulders at San
Antonio," Jeff Malone said. "We
are getting into a relaxed mode,
and we can't afford to do that. We
need to keep playing well and get
some momentum going into the
playoffs."
"We need to play well every
night out, and right now we're
not," Jazz forward Blue Edwards
said. "San Antonio is 51/2 games
out and there's not a lot of pressure

TORRANCE, Calif. (AP)- Loyola Marymount announced that it will
pay $545,000 to settle a wrongful death lawsuit brought by the mother of
Hank Gathers, University attorney Wayne Boehle said he gave a $145000
check to an attorney representing Lucille Gathers, with the balance due
Thursday. Bruce Fagel, attorney for Lucille Gathers, said in a news
release that the money probably will be divided between his client and
Gathers' son, Aaron Crump. Gathers, 23, collapsed March 4, 1990, during
a West Coast Conference tournament game and died less than two hours
later. The cause of death was found to be cardiomyopathy, or an irregular
heartbeat, for which Gathers previously had been prescribed the drug
Indere'.
OVERLAND PARK, Kan.(AP)- No further action will be taken against
Duke center Christian Laettner, who was assessed a technical foul for
stepping on an opponent's chest during the East Regional final, the
NCAA's Division I Men's Basketball Committee announced. Laettner
stepped on Kentucky's Arninu Timberlake, who was lying on the floor, with
8:06 left in the second half of Duke's 1 04-1 03 overtime victory Saturday
night.
OXFORD, Miss. (AP)- Oklahoma State assistant coach Rob Evans
signed a four-year contract as coach of Mississippi. Evans, 45, replaces
Ed Murphy, who resigned March 12 after compiling a 76-98 record in six
seasons. Mississippi was 11-17 this season.

FOOTBALL
NEW ORLEANS (AP)- Pat Swilling became the best-paid defensive
player in the history of the NFL when the New Orleans Saints matched the
Detroit Lions' contract offer for the 27-year-old linebacker. Detroit offered
Swilling, the NFL Defensive Player of the Year last season, $5.475 million
for three years, a signing bonus of $1.775 million and a, no-trade agreement. That averages out to about $300,000 per year more than New York
Giants linebacker Lawrence Taylor makes.

HOCKEY
TORONTO (AP)- The NHL Players Association puihed its noon EST
strike deadline back to Wednesday to allow a vote on management's latest proposal, but a walkout appeared inevitable when the negotiating committee recommended a rejection of the offer. Less than an hour before the
original strike deadline of noon EST, union head Bob Goodenow
announced the delay following a conference call with the teams' player
representatives. Trading cards and the revenues they generate emerged
as a key stumbling block standing in the way of a settlement.

EDEN PRAIRIE, Minn.(AP)Running back Herschel Walker will
not participate in the Minnesota
Vikings' spring mini-camps, the
team confirmed.
The team's announcement Monday removed any doubt that Walker
will not be part of the Vikings'
future, about 2.1/2 years after former
general manager Mike Lynn traded
five players and seven high draft
picks to Dallas for the Heisman
Trophy winner.
"We've got a new coach, a new
staff, and we want to move in a
new direction," Vikings coach
Dennis Green said. "We want to
make sure that everything we do is
on a positive aim."
Vikings president Roger Headrick said the two sides are working
together to make a trade that is in
the best interests of both the Vikings and Walker.
If the Vikings were to keep
Walker, under NFL rules they
would have to sign the conditional
free agent to a contract worth at
least $1.75 million for one year.
"We think we can get adequate
return or compensation in a trade
that's going to be better than trying
to work out something with Herschel here," Headrick said.

(Cont'd from page 8)
NCAA infractions and penalties.
The only thing Pitino would
change after watching game film
would be a deflection of the pass to
Laettner for the game's winning
basket_
"I've seen it many, many
times," he said. "I only wish we
could have got a piece of the ball."
"He had a tougp, fading shot
and it just went in," Pitino said.
The loss didn't dampen the
enthusiasm of several thousand
fans who turned up at Blue Grass
Airport to welcome home players
on Sunday.
Among the throng was Cassandra Kessinger of Lawrenceburg, who
presented the Wildcats her family's
tribute: a 5-foot-tall "Kentucky
Fans National Trophy."
"I think they were proud and
full of elation," Pitino said of the
fans' reaci4on to the season.

was traded by the Chicago Cubs on Monday to- the Chicago White
Sox for outfielder Sammy Sosa and left-handed reliever Ken
Patterson.
Bell, a nine-year veteran, spent seven turbulent years with the Toronto Blue Jays before signing as a free agent with the Cubs in
December 1990 for a guaranteed $9.8 million over three years.
"We got the guy we wanted," White Sox general manager Ron
Schueler said. "We got the pure hitter."
Bell, 32, has averaged 154 games, 28 home runs and 100 RBIs
during his eight full seasons in the major leagues. He won the MVP
award in 1987 after hitting .308 with 47 home runs and 134 RBIs for
the Blue Jays.
The left fielder hit .285 with 25 home runs and 86 doubles for the
Cubs last year.
Bell has appeared in three All-Star games-1987, 1990 and 1991.
"What we're giving up is an outstanding hitter," Cubs general
manager Larry Himes said. "George will always be a good hitter,
and he's going to fit in very well in the White Sox lineup."
Bell's addition bolsters a strong lineup that already includes Tim
Raines, Steve Sax, Robin Ventura, Frank Thomas, Dan Pasqua, Carlton Fisk and Ozzie Guinea.
Bell had his difficulties in Toronto, though. He criticized both
management and the fans and left on a bitter note.
But in his only season with the Cubs he seemed to get along with
everyone and produced a solid season. He averaged one home run
every 213 at-bats last year, his best production since 1987.
On the negative side, Bell led all major league outfielders with 10
errors last season so there's a possibility he will also DH for the
White Sox. The Sox have been looking for a designated hitter since
Bo Jackson's hip problems made him unavailable this season.
Sosa batted .203 with 10 home runs and 33 RBIs in 116 games
with the White Sox. He was sent to Triple-A Vancouver for a little
more than a month last season, where he hit .267 with three home
runs and 19 RBIs before being recalled. He adds speed and defense
to the Cubs' outfield.
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305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
State Farm Insurance companies
Home Office: Bloomington, Illinois

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.

Jane Rogers 753-9627
Boston
4kAtalo
1-Karltord
Cusbec

NIT TOURNEY
Semifinals
Al Now Yogi
Moor*. Mirth 10
V3t91111.4 62, Florid* 56
NoMe Dame 511. Utah 55
Finals
Al New York
Wednesday Son] 1
Thrd Place
Florida (19-13) we Utah (23-11), 545 pm
Chanponshp
Virginia (19-13) vs Notre Darn, (18-14) 8 p

NBA SCORES
1.konda3,'s Gamvis
Neva Jersey 117. San Antorvo 109
Charlotte 123, Orlando 112
Utah 120. 1.61waukes 100
Goklen State 124. Philadelphia 106

NHL SCORES
WALES CONFERENCE
Patrick Dnison
L T Pts GE PA
49 24 5 103 312 241
Rangers
y-NY
44 26 7 95 324 267
it -Washington
37 29 11 55281 247
'
Now Jersey
37 30 9 43 331 210
▪-Pittsburg h
32 35 10 74 277 296
NY Islanders
31 34 11 73 236 257
Phlaidelohla
Adams Dimmon
41 27 10 92 262 200
yAkontreat
-

34 32 10 78
30 34 12 72
24 40 13 61
II 47 1 1 47
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
Norma Cameron
W L IPIS
41 25 11 93
-DefrOn
A-Chicago
36 27 14 86
ir St Lai.
34 33 10 78
nnesola
31 40 5 67
Toronto
29 41 7 65
Smythe Gnomon
y -Vancouver
41 25 11 93
.-Los Angeles
34 30 14 82
x-EC14104100
35 32 10 110
VAnnipeg
30 32 v5 75
Calgary
29 36 11 69
17 55 5 39
San Jae*
s-cfnched playoff berth
y.4011 division m•
Saturday s Games
Demon 3, Vancouver 1
Boston 4. Buffalo 3. OT
Now Jersey 5, Quebec 2
N Y islanders 4 N V Range's
Chcago 3. Hartford
PItliburgh 6 Montreal 3
Calgary 4 1Annesota 3
Toronto 3, St LOWS 2
Sunday s Games
Washnoon 7. VanCouvec 4
Prgadeoa 5 New Jersey 4
WinniDig 6 San Jose 5
Ostrom 6. NY Islanders 2
Narrtord 2 Buffalo 2. tie,
Los Angeles 2 Edmonton 2 Ye
Chap° 5, Toronto 1
Monday's Game.
No games scheduied
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Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

Special Good thru April 30
•Check complete system for leaks 'Check Freon
•Hook up to our modern air conditioning service unit

SERVICE

$ 15
95

OIL CHANGE, FILTER, LUBE

Our Number 1 Priority

Were
[

here to please you with prompt,
courteous and helpful service.

Brakes
Tires
Tire Repairs

Starter
Alternator

Water Pump
Tune-Ups

Q. Does your car ping?
Q. Does your car fail to shut off when ignition is cut off?
Q. Does your car fail to perform up to standards?
If you answered yes to at least one of the questions you need to try our...

CHEVRON HIGH OCTANE GASOLINE WITH TECHROLINE

West Main Chevron
1417 West Main
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715 E. Broadway

Mayfield, Ky.

got five Mormon boys on the bench
who would testify to it."
MacLeod said he was sorry to
see the game decided on a technical foul at the end, although he lost
a game in a similar fashion this
season. And just a few days ago, a
technical foul helped decide the
Kentucky-Massachusetts game in
the NCAA tournament.
"I feel bad about that," he said.
"I hate to see that happen."
MacLeod was not too pleased
about the way Notre Dame blew a
27-13 lead with five minutes left in
the first half. Utah eventually tied
it at 35, but never led until the end.
Bennett and Ellis led Notre
Dame with 15 points each and
Sweet had 13. Afeaki had 15 for

247-8537
*NOW WITH MONITORS!!!

the Utes and Craig Soto added 14.
No one in the second game came
close to putting on a show like
Stith did in the opener.
Stith, Virginia's career scoring
leader, had 10 points in the last
nine minutes as the Cavaliers overcame a 49-45 deficit
The 6-foot-5 senior also tied a
career high with his 15 rebounds.
He is second on the school's
rebounding list, trailing only Ralph
Sampson.
Stith, projected as a possible
first-round pick in the upcoming
NBA draft, took over in the stretch
following a few well-chosen words
by Jones.
Anthony Oliver scored 15 points
for the Cavaliers.

Springtime Special
Save 10% On
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Citizens
FREE BBQ
7,4 Regular
Dinner Served
$3.00
Program
Before 6:30!!!
6 Pack

Gold, Diamonds,Turquoise,
Sterling Silver, Black !tills Gold
Hats, Tack, Western Wear, Boots, ,\\"„
Belts, Billfolds, Dusters,
Handbags, Prints & Other gifts
Over 500 Buckles to Choose From

,

10-6 Pack; $15 - 12 Pack

6 Pack

Eli's Glass - Entrance on ird.).

SATURDAY
ii Games 4
@ $150
3 Specials @ $300
2 Coveralls @$750

Regular
Program

17

$3.00

Formerly of Hazel

•

3

`4

Senior
Citizens

or 9107i

FRIDAY

9

6 Pack

Ward's Leather & Jewelry

Bel Air Shopping Center

6

$3.00

I 515 South 4th St.I I

7594433

THURSDAY
2
FREE
Special Of Your
Choice If
Arriving By 6:00

MONDAY

*Car Stereo &stallion*
759-9105

DOORS OPEN 5:30
GAME AT 7:00

Calendar For April 1992

Autos - Trucks - Vans
Boats - RV's - Mobile
Homes & etc.

Vinyl Siding or Easy-Clean
Replacement Windows
Up to $25 trade in on
old storm windows
FREE ESTIMATES
Call Thermaline Today!

8 PACK
$5.0OFF - ONLY $10 $:).fOf0
WITH THIS COUPON ON APRIL 30TH

Jones Auto 11
Tinting

THERMALINE

COUPON

naktis
..7

-See me for all your faruly insuran,

YOUR CAREFREE
VACATJON
STARTS HERE
AIR CONDITIONING SPECIAL

Irish eyes are...
(Cont'd from page 8)
missed his second try, but then
Daimon Sweet got two shots for
the technical foul and made them
both.
Notre Dame kept possession
because of the technical and was
fouled. Elmer Bennett made one of
two shots, and Dixon missed a
potential, tying 3-pointer with one
second left
Later, Majerus said he was more
upset about a technical foul called
on his bench in the first half than
he was about the one slapped on
him.
"That was uncortgcienable,"
Majerus said. "Our player was
applauding a teammate. He didn't
say a thing to the referee. And I've

SCOREBOARD

on us. It looks like we might win it
easily, but anything can happen.
The main thing for us is tc keep
winning and be ready for the
playoffs."
Milwaukee coach Frank Hamblen said the Bucks, who haven't
won on the road since Jan. 2 and
have lost five straight games overall, couldn't match Utah's intensity
after halftime.
"They upped it a notch and we
didn't," Hamblen said. "Utah has
a very good basketball team and
has a chance to core out of the
West."
The Jazz led 54-53 at halftime
before outscoring the Bucks 28-12
in the first 11 minutes of the third
quarter to take an 82-65 lead. Jeff
Malone scored 12 points in the
period.
The Bucks didn't threaten in the
fourth period, falling behind by as
many as 23 points.
Dale Ellis scored 20 points in 29
minutes for the Bucks. John Stockton and Edwards both scored 16
points and Stockton had 13 assists
for the Jazz.
A 3-pointer by Ellis with 7:09
left in the first half gave Milwaukee its largest lead, 38-31. But a
12-4 run led by Karl Malone's six
points gave Utah its first lead of
the second quarter, 43-42, with
3:22 left in the half.

Walker on
Cubs trade Bell to Sox
trading block,
for Sosa, Patterson
but no takers CHICAGO (AP)- Former American League MVP George Bell
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Hopes running high
in AL's top division;
All eyes are on Texas
pitching. With Jose Guzman, Bobby Witt, Kevin Brown, Brian Bohanon and Jeff Russell, the Rangers
have a staff that could be successful, shaky or something inbetween.
Then. there's Nolan Ryan.
For the last 10 years or so, eicry
season is supposed to be his last.
True, Ryan's trips to the disabled
list are becoming a little more frequent, but that's about the only
thing that's slowing down at age
45.
Last year, opposing batters hit
just .172 against him, and he struck
out 202. He pitched his record
seventh no-hitter, and....his 4-2-6
record raised his lifetime victory
total to 314, tying him with Gaylord Perry for 13th on the all-time

By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
Every team in the American
League West enters this season
thinking it can win, and why not?
They all finished at .500 or better last year, the first time that's
ever happened in a division. And
the Minnesota Twins showed anything was possible, becoming the
first club to jump from last place to
the World Series title.

The Twins' victory, just as it did
in 1987, signaled that the diivis.ion
was wide open and that the championship was there for the taking.
This time, it's possible to make a
case for a chase by everyone, even
California, which is coming off an
81-81 record that was only good
enough for last place.
Minnesota.. acquired a 20-game
winner, Seattle got a big hitter.
Chicago and California each added
two familiar names. Kansas City
shook up its entire lineup and Oakland still has talent.
Then. there's Texas.
The Rangers, along with Cleveland and Seattle, are the only teams
in the majors never to win a division title. Texas has never come
closer than five games, and a 85-77
record last year left it 10 games
behind Minnesota.
The Rangers boast baseball's
best offense, and it could be even
male potent this season. The big
question. as it is for every team, is

a.

By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
Year after year, the American
League East seems to come down
to the same two teams.
No matter how much the division changes - whether it's players, managers, management or stadiums - it's always Boston and
Toronto racing for the title.

It's been that way since 1985
when, with only one exception,
those teams began swapping

AL EAST
championships. The Red Sox win
in even years, the Blue Jays win in
odd.

Chicago, 3) Kansas City, 4) Oakland. 5) Seattle, 6) Minnesota, 7)
California.

Texas Rangers
Ruben §ierra. Julio Franco, Juan
Gonzalez, Rafael Palmciro and the
rest of the Rangers led the majors
by scoring 829 runs last season,
and the addition of Diekie Thon at
shortstop in place of Jeff Huson
should make them even better.
Franco (.341) won the batting
title and teamed with Sierra (.307,
25 home runs, 116 RBIs) and Pal"Everybody around here looks meiro (.322, 26 homers) as a trio of
at me like I'm a relic. I guess I am 200-hit teammates; only two other
getting old." Ryan said. "I don't. players in the majors reached that
set any. number goals for myself. mark. Franco, however, has been
hobbled by bursitis in his right
That's not what I shoot for."
There is one thing Ryan would knee this spring.
Gonzalez (27 homers, 102 RBIs)
like, and surely there are plenty of
fans who want to see him get it. starred in his first full season;
No, not a Cy Young Award, which Brian Downing (17 homers) is prohe's never won, but another chance ductive at age 41 and Kevin Reimat pitching in the World Series. er added 20 home runs.
How far the Rangers go will
Ryan's only World Series
appearance was in 1969. when he depend on pitching, and they cerwas a wild reliever for the New tainly could have used a free agent
York Mets. He's been in the post- starter like Frank Viola or Jack
season four times since then with Morris.
Houston and California, but has
Guzman (13-7. 3.08) became the
never gotten past the playoffs.
first pitcher in 50 years to miss two
This year. with a little luck, full years with injuries and then
might be time for Big Tex.
p:ck up where he left off, with at
Predicted Order: h Texas, 2) least 10 wins.

AL WEST

st

Even year means Boston's turn
to take crown; Toronto stacked

Detroit's Lou Whitaker hopes his Tigers can jump mer unsuspecting
Red Sox and Blue Jays.
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Toronto Blue Jays
For the second straight winter,
the Blue Jays identified their needs
and quickly filled them. How well
Morris and Winfield play probably
will determine whether Toronto
will get another chance to bring the
first World Series to Canada.
Morris, 36, who beat Toronto
twice in last October's playoffs,
capped an 18-12 season for Minnesota by becoming the World Series
MVP. The Blue Jays want him to
fill the role previously held by
Dave Stieb, still struggling to
recover from a herniated disc that
sidelined him last June, and offset
the loss of Candiotti to free agency.
Winfield, 40, will be the fulltime designated hitter, like it or
not. Toronto's DHs combined for
only five home runs and 56 RBIs
last year, by far the worst in the
AL and way below the league averages of 22 homers and 87 RBIs.
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That trend would seem to make
it Boston's turn, along with a little
history that goes against Toronto,
namely that not since the 1980-81
New York Yankees has anyone
repeated in the division.
The Blue Jays, though, want to
do business a new way. General
manager Pat Gillick, called "Stand
Pat" for the way he refused to
make deals, broke the mold last
year. He lost George Bell, Fred
McGriff and Tony Fernandez, but
got Joe Carter, Roberto Alomar,
Devon White, Tom Candiotti and
Candy Maldonado, and those
moves helped 'Toronto win the
division by seven games over Boston and Detroit.
This winter the Blue Jays again
were aggressive, signing big-name
free agents Jack Morris and Dave
Winfield. The Red Sox, meanwhile, responded by getting free
agent Frank Viola after missing out
on Morris.
The additions might help Toronto more than Boston. The Red Sox,
though, might benefit from some
new, young players. They also
have a new manager in Butch Hobson, one of five managers in the
division to have changed since the
start of opening day 1991.
Toronto's Cito Gaston and
Detroit's Sparky Anderson are the
only managers intact from the
beginning of last season. Anderson
interrupted the Red Sox-Blue Jays
monopoly in the AL East by winning in 1987; Gaston, despite two
championships in three years, was
rumored to be on his way out last
fall.
"You do wonder when you see
some managers who haven't had as
much success as you and no one
everjarks about firing them," Gaston said, about no one in particular.
"I think we've done well, and I
think we'll continue to do well. But
I'm sure some people will continue
to talk. That never changes."
Predicted Order: 1) Toronto,
2) Boston, 3) Baltimore, 4) Detroit,
5) Milwaukee, 6) New York, 7)
Cleveland.
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BASEBALL 1992

Pittsburgh in control
of other's fate in '92;
Cubs can be top dogs

Lessons learned in wonderful 1991
make Braves even tougher this year

MED

By JIM DONAGHY
AP Baseball Writer
There's lots of reasons to think
the Atlanta Braves will be even
better this year. For one thing, they
know they can win now.
The Braves and Los Angeles
Dodgers battled for first place into
the final weekend of last season,
and that might happen again in
1992.
The Braves finished 94-68 last
season when most of the experts

picked them to finish fifth.
But as the season went on, starters Tom Glavine, Steve Avery and
John Smoltz all improved and
turned the Braves into a winner.

NL WEST
Terry Pendleton, the National
League MVP, taught the team to
believe it could win and general
manager John Schuerholz put all
the pieces together.

"Last spring I wondered if this
thing was going to work, this mix
we had created," Schuerholz said.
Schuerholz made the mix even
better late in the season by acquiring reliever Alejandro Pena from
the New York Mets.
"I'm not sure what the Braves
will do in 1992, but I know we'd
like nothing better than to carry
last year's success one step further," manager Bobby Cox said.
"Can the Braves not only participate in, but win the World Series

in 1992? No one knows. But I can
guarantee it won't be for lack of
effort," he said.
The Dodgers led the NL in pitching last season, and that may not be
so easy in 1992 because Tim Belcher and Mike Morgan no longer
are on the team. Last season, the
two right-handers combined for
445 innings.
"I think there are several key
factors for us," Dodgers general
mahager Fred Claire said. "I think
the addition of Eric Davis will be a
key acquisition for us. He is one of
the talents in the game. I have a
good feeling about Eric."
The Cincinnati Reds may have
the best starting rotation in the
group with Jose Rijo, Tom Brownin Greg Swindell and Belcher.
there's some concern about
reli ver Rob Dibble's sore right
shoulder.
San Francisco and San Diego
have enough talent at various spots
to pretend to be contenders for a
while, but their weaknesses will
start to show by July. And don't
look for the Houston Astros to go
from worst to first.
Predicted Order: 1) Atlanta,
/) Los Angeles, 3) Cincinnati, 4)
San Francisco, 5) San Diego, 6)
Houston.

it

Tom Glavine and the other young arms are ready to pitch the Atlanta Braves back to the top in the
National League.

By JIM DONAGHY
AP Baseball Writer
If there's a race in the National
League East this season, the other
guys can think the Pittsburgh
Pirates for it.
The rest of the division was no
match for the Pirates last season.
The other five teams in the division
had an average record of 78-84 in
1991, with only St. Louis above
.500 at 84-78.
The other teams needed a lot of
help to get back into the chase,-and
the Pirates' front office gave it to
them.

NL EAST
Gone from the NL East champ
ionsare Bobby Bonilla, John Smiley and Bill Landrum. Their
absence should mean a close race,
a race the Pirates can still win,
however, before facing more
defections.
Manager Jim Leyland let it be
known on Monday that he doesn't
want the Pirates feeling sorry for
themselves.
"The one thing I have to guard
'against is that nobody on this club,
including myself, makes excuses to
cover ourselves if we fail," he
said. "We've got a lot of talented
players here. We shouldn't be talking that we don't have this or we
don't have that.
"I'm tired of hearing excuses,
and it's about to be approached,
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Sept 16.17
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Sept 117 17'
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May C,S
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Sept 450
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May 29'301 31
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Apra 27',217
July 9.17.11 12'

V i
PURCHASE
Main Street ii ON ANY
(WITH APPROVED CREDIT)

KENTUC KY

0

April 29137
July 2'.3'.4*.S

pia

WASH
MURRAY

55 Nora Games
0 Hohdays

62 Night Games
2 Hole:lays
tJuly 4 Labor Day)

Canada
Vtctoria Day May 18
Canada Day July I
Lat.,, Day SePiembet

Holiday*
Memorial Day May 25
Independence Day Jury 4
Labor Day Spam**, 1

./ady 14 - All-Star Gone at San Dave

61 P•bge. Game,
I HoAda y
(Memorial Day l

62 N ora Games
2 Holdeys
(July 4. Labor Day)

Niht Games
65g
2 Holydays
IMernorial Day
Labor Day)

May 22',2324
Aug 24' 25'26

Financially speaking, the New
York Mets made the biggest noise,
but they still have pitching and
fielding problems. The Chicago
Cubs, St. Louis Cardinals and Philadelphia Phillies all improved and
their chances depend on questionable pitching.
If Greg Maddux, Mike Morgan
and Danny Jackson are healthy, the
Cubs may just emerge as the team
to beat in a shaky division.
Predicted Order: 1) Chicago,
2) Pittsburgh, 3) New York, 4) St.
Louis, 5) Philadelphia, 6)
Montreal.

St. Louis Cardinals
The Cardinals' big winner last
season was Bryn Smith at 12-9, yet
May 11217
May /9120 21
Joe Torre guided St. Louis to an
May 22'23'24
May 25' 26' 27
Aug 21' 22 23
July 20121' 27
Aug 24'25'26'
Aug 2729' 30
.84-78 record and a second-place
finish.
May 1',2*.3
Apra 29,30
May 15' 16' 17
Apri 27'25'
July 2'.3'I'S
July 911011 1.12
Jug 61 718'
Aug 27 26' 27'
The fences have been moved in
at cavernous Busch Memorial StaJuno 29' 30 July 1
AO 718'
April 16117118117 April 20' 21122
dium, and that should make new
June 5'S' 7
July 30' 31' Aug 1 2
July 16' 17' 18 19
June 8',9110
Sept 27 21
Sept 11' 12' 13
first baseman Andres Galarraga
Son 25'26' 27
Sop 2112'
happy.
ApN 24' 25126
Apra 17. IBIS
Apra 7,17.1i112
APN 20'21
'
22'
July 2r.213' 29
Jun. 41516' 7
June S'9' 10
Juno 291317,July 1
The outfield has a different look
SOP 23'24'
Seta 25'2627
Sept 75'
SoPl 1111 2'.13
as Pedro Guerrero moves to left,
June 819' 10
June 4' 5'6 7
June 25'26'27121
joining center fielder Ray Lankford
Aug 1711 12
Aug 6' 7' 8'9
Aug 4'S'
Sept 9' 10
(69 RBIs and 44 steals as a rookie)
Sept 23' 24
Soo 25',26.27
4
and right fielder Felix Jose. Jose,
Aptly' t 0''1' 12
Apni 24' 25 29
Apra 13' 14' 15
July 2" 28' 29
June 22' 23
June 17 7021
acquired in 1990 from Oakland for
Sept le IS' 16'
Sept 18' '920'
Oct 2' 3' 4
Willie McGee, hit .305 with eight
A6/.• 14.'5' •6
June 29' 30' July 1
and 77 RBIs,
Apeol 17'.18' 19
homers
July 30• 3,• Aug I.2
J,t/ 16' '9' 2C 21
June 15' 16117
With Ozzie Smith at shortstop
Sept "8
Sept 273010ct 1' Sopt 9' 10'
and Jose Oquendo at second base,
Apra 6 7'
June 25' 26' 2'25
Apo* 20' 21' 22'
there's already plenty of defense in
17•
16
15'
14'
Aug
3'
Aug
14
4' 5'
June 1713'
Sept 21'22
Sept 11' 12'13
Sept 14' 15' 16'
the infield.
The Cardinals could make a seri57 Abel Games
39 lrg.1 Games
63 Non, Games
62 Nght Games
2 81C,KIJOS
1 Holoday
2 How:lays
Hohday
run if both reliever Todd Worous
Da,
1July 41
Memo
Day
,
Lebo
4
(Lana Day)
A,.•
July 41
rell and left-hander Joe Magrane
HEAVY BLACK FIGURES DENOTE SUNDAYS
make it back from injuries. The
NIGHT GAMES ANY GAME STARTING AFTER 5 00 P M
bullpen is led by Lee Smith, who
set an NL record with 47 saves.
May 29' 30131
Aug 31'.Sept 112'

Apt. 13' 14' 15
Juno 26' 2729
Sept 15' 16' 17'

._

Aprit 27'28'
July 9/7 11 12

plain and simple. If people are getting settled into a comfort zone,
we're going to have to disrupt
that."
Leyland didn't say if hit message will come in the form of a
clubhouse lecture or not-so-subtle
roster move or two, but he said it's
time the Pirates started focusing on
the season ahead and not what
they've left behind.
Even with the loss of Bonilla,
the Pirates were picked by many to
win the division because of a starting rotation headed by Doug
Drabek, Smiley and Zane Smith.
But in another financial move,
the Pirates traded Smiley to Minnesota last week for two minor league
prospects. Smiley, a left-hander,
won 20 games last season and is in
the prime of his career. He's also
eligible for free agency after the
season.
"It hurt me that I wasn't
involved, but that's the way it is,Leyland said of the trade. "I felt a
little bit hurt, but I'm also aware
that when a general manager has an
opportunity, you can't always get,
the particulars and discuss things."
Smiley was traded for Denny
Neagle, a top pitching prospect,
and minor league outfielder Midre
Cummings.
The rest of the division still has
hplenty of weaknesst:s, so Leyland
figures to have the Pirates in the

4

4
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Students of Tina Dunn's first-grade class at Robertson Elementary
are inyolved in blowing out eggs to decorate an egg tree. Betty Kay
Mathis (parent volunteer) is assisting the students with egg science
experiments as a thematic unit will invoke hatching eggs for Easter.

During the study of the letter Q. kindergarten students in Rebecca
Cunningham's class designed and made a patchwork quilt. Each child
designed his own square by selecting fabric squares and gluing them
onto paper squares. They then drew a border and tied their square
with the others using yarn.

Leslie Hatfield, Luke Dibble and Bryan Hopkins of Robertson
Elementary use their "money skills" to go grocery shopping in Lashlee Foster's math class. The calculators and math manipulative were
part of a mini-grant by the Murray Foundation of Excellence.

Guidance counselor Joy Doron (at left) welcomes new student Michael
Cagle to Calloway Middle School.

Dr. Howell Clark (at far left) teaches East Elementary students to
fold a funnel filter needed in the seperation process of a salt-pepper
mixture. Also pictured (from 1-r) are Bonnie Long, Tony Durham,
Jessica Wilford, Scott Mayfield and Henry Ross.
Murray Middle School students Jonathan (rases, Jessica Norsworthy
and Terry' Billington took advantage of a warm, windy day to fly
kites. This was in connection with a unit on the history and construction of kites.

Pictures fo,- this page were submitted by the administratiYe staffs
of the Murrav Independent School District and ,the Calloway
County School. District and edited by the staff of the Ledger &
I:Imes. Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
Jpproximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893i.

. enjoyed
Preschool students in Amy Baker's class at East Elemental)
eating lunch on their towels "at the beach". The beach party was in
celebration of winter being half over. Pictured from l-n are Jeremy
Byerly, Jon Parris. Lincoln Von Rowe, Joshua Dunn, Katie Furlough,
Michael Parrish and Nicole Mills.

Recently, students in Marie McMillen's third-grade class, with speech
pathologist Cindy Reichmuth, went to Pizza Hut for a pizza party
they had earned as part of "Book It". Pictured in the front row is
Thomas Gray. In the second row are Clifton Garner and Justin
Roberts, while in the third row (from 1-r) are Michael Williams, Justin Manning, Terry Burnett and Matt Gibson.
Officer Melodie Jones (in center) works with fifth-grade students at
Southwest Elementary using the DARE drug-education program. Pictured in the front row (from l-r) are Alicia Hart, Joey O'Donnell,
Heather Davis, Candace Jones and Jennifer Little. In the middle row
are Elizabeth Allen, Christen York, Lamont Copeland and Spencer
Chambers. In the back are Kristen Farmer, Jessica Miller, Deanna
Futrell. Monica Lay and Jeremy Sorrells.

,
f-XPWRE REACENO

Primary students at Southwest Elementary lead the school in the
—song, "Drugs are Wrong" during a drag-free schools week assembly. Pictured from 1-r) are Michael Pritchett, Jenny Crawford, Brandon
Smith and Jessica Duncan.

—
Air
Calloway County High School students are displaying their comic
strips depicting scenes from "The Odyssey". Shown (from 1-r) in the
front row are Jay Herndon, Amy Folwell and Michael Crouse. In the
back are MacRae Coleman, Ashley Cleaver, Susan Potts and Kelly
Hale.
Ryan Humphrey (at left) and Heather Rogers completed the required
reading for five months of Pizza Hut's "Book It" program.

..1
John Gibson (third from left) is pictured with (from l-r) Missy Key,
April Pearl, Leanna McCoy and Laura Gough. Gibson, a Murray
State University employee, was explaining to Lisa Polivick's Honors
English I class what it's like to have visual disabilities. The students
had just completed a unit studying the life of Helen Kelkr.

Third-grade students at North Calloway recently wrote on "If I were
President" as they typed their stories ih the computer lab and compiled them in a book with covers printed in their art class. Pictured
above (from 1-r) are Matt Thorn, Austin Webb, Dustin Morganti and
Robert Urban.
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-was
recently honored as
Fairchild
Kristen
senior
County
Calloway
the Student of the Week. Fairchild, the daughter of Doug and Donna
Fairchild, is a student council representative, does modeling work for
The Edge and Corn Austin and involved in the New Life Christian
Center. She is pictured above with Tina LaDon Wright, of Century
21; Yvette Pyle; and Jobeth England, of WSJP radio.
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Woman awakens
to find intruder
asleep in her bed
BURBANK, Calif.(AP) — A
mother whose husband was
away on business woke'up to
find an intruder in her home —
and asleep in her bed.
The 32-year-old woman first
heard someone breathing Sunday morning, and then opened
her eyes to find a man with his
back to her under the covers of
the king-size bed.
She picked up her baby
daughter asleep beside her and
crept away to call police.
"Because I had the baby, I
think I kept myself sane." the
Los Angeles Tunes quoted the
unidentified woman as saying.
"I just got up quietly and got
out."
After leaving the second-floor
of the rented house, the woman
alerted a renter downstairs. "I
said: 'Quick, there's somebody
in my bed, and I don't think it's
my husband," she recalled.
Officers arrived at the Burbank residence to find Robert
Charles Waddell, 41, of Los
Angeles still asleep, clad in
underwear and a shirt.
He was arrested for investigation of burglary and trespassing,
police said.
Waddell told officers he had
been drinking and could not
remember entering the house or
getting into the bed.
"This lady is probably very
lucky," said Sgt. Edward B.
Skvarna.
Police said he entered through
a door that had not shut properly
because it was swollen by the
in.
"If you step back objectively," the woman said, "you
think: 'This is the craziest thing
lever heard, waking up and
finding someone in bed."'
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Two Murray Middle chess players win state titles
high division and won his firstplace trophy after four wins and a
draw. Price and Chris Caskey,
seventh grader from Morgan County, played to a draw in the final
round and were declared 1992 Kentucky Junior High Co-Champions.
For Price, it was his fourth state
title, having won the state primary
championship in 1989, the elementary title in 1990 and 1991 and the
junior high in 1992.
In the 1992 event, the Murray
Indendent School District brought
home more trophies than any other
school system in the state. The two
individual state chess titles fall
after two state team championships
which were captured by Murray
In the elementary division (kin- Middle School (1992 Kentucky
dergarten through sixth grades), State Elementary Chess ChampMurray Middle's Mark Stockton ions) and Murray Elementary
posted a 5-0 record for the two-day
Schools (1992 Kentucky State
event and was named 1992 Ken- Chess Champions) earlier this
tucky Elementary Co-Champion, month.
along with Gerran Cook of LexingOn the basis of overall perforton who was also undfeated for the mance at the state event, Murray
day. Stockton, who was seeded Independent won the Kentucky
13th in the tournament, defeated Cup award for 1992, given annualJames Campbell of Lexington in ly by the Kentucky Chess Associathe final round.
tion to the school system with the
Josh Price, sixth grader at Mur- strongest performing chess progray Middle, played in the junior ram in grades K-12. Murray won

The 1992 Kentucky State Individual Scholastic Chess Championships were played in Lexington the
weekend of March 27 and 28 and
two Murray Middle School sixth
graders brought home state championship trophies.
Approximately 155 of Kentucky's top scholastic chess players
competed for state titles in three
divisions: elementary, junior high
and high school. Coach Wayne
Bell t000k eight of his top players
to the individual state tournament
and all eight placed in their divisions and won trophies, including
the two first place state
championships.

Boy dies after
falling in pit
PINE CITY, Minn. (AP) — A
5-year-old boy died after falling
into an open pit of liquid manure
behind the barn on his grandparents' farm.
"It looks like just a very tragic
accident. The child just wandered
away and went into this liquid
manure pit," Pine County Sheriff
Don Faulkner said Sunday.
Hassan Merrick, apparently
drowned or suffocaled, Faulkner
said.
Hassan was visiting his grandparents when he disappeared Sunday
evening and they notified authorities. The boy lived in Minneapolis,
about 50 miles north of his grandparents' farm outside Pine City.
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the award in 1989 and is the only
school district in the state to ever
be a repeat winner.
In other state elementary play,
Carter Elementary's Brandon Kellie took the first place primary trophy with a 4-1 record. Josh Frisk
won third place in fourth-grade
competition, Stephen Breeding won
second place in fifth-grade play
and David Crouch and Nathan
Highes played third and fifth
respectively in the sixth grade final
standings.
In the junior high division, Murray's Caleb Johnson had three wins
and a draw against one loss to take
second place in ninth grade. David
Chu, playing in the high school
division, also finished the tournament with three wins and a draw to
finish fourth in 11th grade play.
The final events of the year in
scholastic play for Murray will be
the 1992 USCF National Chess
Championships in April and May.
The national elementary tournament will be in Knoxville, Tegn.,
the junior high event is in Tallahassee, Fla. and the high school competition is set for Lexington.
"Everybody is experiencing a
real high after our successes at

state this month," Bell said. "We
want to build on that confidence
and enthusiasm and carry it on to
nationals."
Last year's Murray Middle fifth
and sixth-grade team finished fifth
in the nation at the national tournament in Rye, N.Y. and seven

returning members will be heade,
for the 1992 National Elementar
Chess Championships in Knoxville,
Tenn. later this month. Murray
High will go to Lexington in May
and Murray Chess Association
parents are working to raise funds
to help defray the trip's expenses.

WA R
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UNDERCOUNTER DISHWASHER

Bill hiking cost-of-living raises for
retired state workers passed by Senate
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Annual cost-of-living raises for
state retirees were approved by the
Senate amid disagreement about
the expense to taxpayers.
The Senate's budget committee
chairman, Democrat Mike Moloney, said the money was not
budgeted. And he predicted that
future programs requiring a lot of
money would be jeopardized.
Sen. Fred Bradley,JO-Frankfort,
whose district has the-highest concentration of state, employees,
accused Moloney of "fear tactics."
The vote Monday was 24-14 on
House Bill 776, which now goes to
Gov. Brereton Jones.
The bill was introduced to
change the method by which the
Kentucky -Retirement System values its assets. The state's payments
into the retirement fund could
decline slightly as a result.
The bill was amended in the
House to increase the rate and to
give retirees a perpetual 3 percent
cost-of-living increase, compounded yearly.
Speculation in the Senate about
the tab for taxpayers was wildly
divergent as the two sides clashed
in interpreting an actuary's report.
Moloney said the bill would cost
$60 million each biennium.
"Where's it going to come from?
It's not appropriated," he said.
Bradley insisted $60 million was
the actuary's projection over many
years, not each biennium. The
immediate cost will be about $12
million, he said.
Moloney was not persuaded.
"I'm going to remember what I
say, and I'm going to ask you to
remember it two years from now,"
he said.
The Senate also passed a bill
aimed at sealing the ouster of local
school board members the state
forcibly removes from office.
The Senate's version of HB181
would bar them from reclaiming
their seats pending appeals. It
passed 22-10 and goes back to the
House.
The bill appeared to be a reaction to developments in Harlan
County, where three board members were removed by the state

school board in January. They filed
suit, and so far their appointed
replacements have been unable to
take office.
Other bills passed included:
•HB112, with an amendment to
require preferential car insurance
rates for drivers who use seat belts;
31-5-1. The author of the amendment, Sen. Nick Kafoglis, DBowling Green, had voted against a
mandatory seat-belt bill.
The bill also would let carinsurance purchasers opt for treatment by a health maintenance organization, which theoretically would
allow cheaper rates.
•HB750, to allow the Kentucky
High School Athletic Association
to bar seventh- and eighth-graders
fromi-participating in high school
football, soccer or wrestling;
23-12-1.
•HB488, which would require that
American sign language courses in
high school or college be counted
as a foreign-language credit. Sen.
Dan Kelly, R-Springfield, drew
applause by giving his "aye" vote
in sign language.
•HB731, to create special license
plates for Masons; 25-8.
•HB515, which would forbid the

C

Transportation Cabinet to fire
employees who lack a federally
required commercial driver license;
34-0.
•HB578, to require a "disclosure
of conditions" by someone selling
a house; 36-1.
•HB15, to raise fees for sheriffs
and deputies for making arrests and
serving summonses; 34-0.
•HB651, to raise the $100
threshold for felony theft to $300;
19-4-1. A Senate amendment
would allow a property renter to be
charged, with theft of services if
rent was paid with a back check.
These were among bills the
Senate passed a final time after
'agreeing to House amendments:
•SB172, which would add circuit
judges in Lincoln and Floyd counties; 34-3.
•SB260, to change the way the
state educates youths in its residential institutions; 31-1.
•SB160, which would expand the
statutory definition of sexual
offenses; 35-0.

Modal
SDB-200P

Only$268

•
,
eh

-Powerful 2-level Wash
.4 Cycles - from Heavy Soil to Rinse & Dry
•Energy-saving Air Dry Option
'Fully-extendable, Easy to Load Racks

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
FREE DELIVERY!
Court Square - Murray

753-1713

NEWSPAPER
ADVERTISING-

ine/
Robert Duncan
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & lAapla
Murray
753-6050

WOODMEN of the WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
Home Office Omaha NE

Professional Real Estate
HOME
of the
MONTH
Hal Nance - Broker
(502) 7594591

753-4563

IT WORKS.
I have been using the Ledger & Times
many years promoting Seven Seas Restaurant. Newspaper reaches many homes in
Murray and people use it to make buying
decisions.I havejust opened a new RE/MAX
real estate office in the Bel-Air Center and
will be using the Ledger & Times to promote
the RE/MAX name in real estate.
W. Paul Dailey
Whether I am trying to sell RE/MAX or
some personal item of my own, I'toe the
Murray Ledger& Times.Studies have shown
that newspaper is one of the best and most
effective ways to advertise and it has been for
-4ne.
Bob Haley

Let Fran or one of our other
Advertising Representatives
help you advertise your business.

In
and Service

7534916

Call f

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
"We Also Do Window Tinting."

D&W Auto Glass Shop
512 S. 12th St., Murray

W. Paul Dailey - Seven Seas Restaurant
and RE/MAX and Bob Haley - RE/MAX

Fran Faith

. Ledger & Times
Wendy
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Patton denies 'manipulating' bill

Sprint For Great
Savings Now!

would make a slate ineligible for
matching money in a primary
unless a competing slate also raised
$600,000 to qualify.
At a 2-for-1 match, a slate would
be limited to $1.8 million in a
single election.
Republicans said the Patton
amendment was aimed at them
because they seldom have seriously
contested primaries for governor.
Patton said that was hypocrisy.
A good Republican candidate,
1 loroscopes
with no competition for Republican
money, could raise $1.8 million
11 EDNESDAY, APRIL I. 1992
without public funds, Patton said.
iFor your personaliied daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
Republicans have "positioned
date of birth.call I -94E-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95 cents
themselves to be able to claim that
a 1111114te.
they he fought to save the tax11.11T1 BIRTHDAY! IN THE role in your love life. The events of
payers money and have been
NEXT YE K (W YOUR LIFE: this evening give you a new perspecagainst 'welfare for politicians' and
Luck will play a key role in your tive.
are secretly rejoicing that the
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You
attaining a career goal and turning
Democrats may be handing them
sour financial fortunes around. In have more time to concentrate on
the next governor's race on a silver
recnow.
activities
public
self-improvement
summer. you gain wider
platter."
ognition and better opportunities to Think abOut studying a foreign lanGov. Brereton Jones spent $8
not
A
Do
or
guage.
needs
talents.
friend
relative
artistic
your
display
million last year to win his primary
he embarrassed or shy about pro- your help. Avoid romantic burnout.
and general election.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Be
moting yourself next fall. Romance
Patton said he supported the bill
offers you a chance to start over in alert to other people's moods. If contemplating a change of residence,
early 19)3. Follov. your heart.
as a way to bring down that kind of
CELEBRITIES BORN ON talk it over with your friends and
expense. But he said he would be
THIS DA FE: actresses Debbie family. Listen to their advice. Chilhurt by the bill's spending limit as
dren need praise.
Rtnolds and Ali MacGraw ,football
well as its provision for a runoff
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
coach "Bo- Schembechler. baseball
when no slate gets 40 percent of
The key to improving your social life
player Rusty Staub.
primary vote.
the
ARIES(March 21-April 19): Take is enlarging your circle of friends.
He could raise "substantially
a practical approach to details con- Tune in- to the romantic vibrations
more money than any other potennected v. ith correspondence. A legal that surround you. It is not too early
tial candidate," Patton said. And
document cements an agreement, to plan your summer vacation.
he is confident of finishing first in
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
helping you secure a long-sought goal.
a primary, so "the runoff repreRelax tonight w ith laughter and song. 21): New developments favor your
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): effons to get ahead at work: Family, sents a dangerous and unnecessary
Tackle routine responsibilities in a members understand your drive for
hurdle to me."
more organized way. Finish leftover success. If you have the money,
Patton said in an interview that
business. Travel is favored. A long- considera home redecorating scheme.
he drafted the four-page statement
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
distance telephone call will be apto let the Senate's 27 Democrats
A family business or property transpreciated.
know his position in case the bill
GEMINI(Max 21-June 20): Bet- action may be the focus of your atwas taken up Monday.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Lt.
Gov. Paul Patton denies trying to
manipul1 a campaign-finance bill
to help himself run for governor.
"In fact, this bill is not to my
political advantage. I believe it
could provide the framework to
cause me to lose the race for governor in 1995," Patton said Monday
in a statement drafted for the

ter-relations with your co-workers-lie tention today. -A lively discussion
just ahead. You can make great per- convinces you of an investment's
sonal and professional gains if you potential. Trust your intuition.
play your cards right. Launch a secret _ AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Devote more time to the personal
plan without fanfare.
• CANCER (June 2I -July 221: Do side of your life. You and your mate
even thing you can to promote greater 'reach an agreement. Revive an old
teamv.ork. Be patient V• ith those who friendship that you have neglected
have not been blessed with ywour tal- lately.
PISCES(Feb. I9-March 20): Inents. Deal with the root cause of
tension and sleep w ill come more tellectual endeavors offer greater
rewards than physical pursuits now.
easily.
LE01July 23-Aug.22): You make The emphasis is on acquiring and
surprisingly swift progress working sharing specialized knowledge.Catch
out the details ot an important project. up on your reading tonight.
Someone at a distance play • a major

U3109

HOOVER®
concept oneTM
Self-Propelled
Cleaning System
.0uadraftexTM agitator
-Brushed edge cleaning
-16 qt. disposable bag
-Automatically adapts to most carpet

TODAY'S CHILDRF:N are born scholars to whom studying comes
easily. They have tremendous curiosity about the world around them and will
ask lots of questions. With encouraging support from their parents, these
young Aries can achieve great things. They admire their teachers and may
decide to pursue a career in the academic world. Although sensitive to
criticism, these children find it impossible to hold a grudge. Easygoing and
tolerant, they will have friends from all walks of life.

790°SAVE $100

. , „, k,

Senate's controlling Democrats.
The Senate originated a bill to
make drastic changes in Kentucky's campaign laws, including partial public financing of gubernatorial slates that agree to spending
limits.
The House made several
changes, including what came to be
called the "Patton amendment." It

siuls

ELITE - II UPRIGHT WITH a
TOP TOOL CONNECTION

.10 ortirr re,iscd and upd.ocd ,ops ot ;cane Dixon's hest-selling book "N'estorday. Today and Forever
How Astrologx (an Help You Find You: Pla...c in(iod 's Plan.- send $h 95 plus Si postage and handling to
Dixon. xo, Andre.s and hax!strel. Pt) Bon -041 510 Kansas(-It). Mo 64141. Make checks payabk to
Andros" and VI, Mee I

A&A Auto &
Van Rental
•Daily & Weekly Rentals
•Clean. Dependable Cars
& Vans
,Call Us For Rates
'

.•00V131 UAKOPIDOTIO•4A•• •
GUA•AAITTI
FULL. ORIE YEAR '4/ARRAN•Y
COVERS IF VER•THe/VG

'atle mourned vot
'matron sr the $ower

'See ropy whore
prockxts ate solO1

Holland Motor Sales
, _ East Main St.

••Hernial riotnesta
use onty

_,

199"
'mpg

305-A S. 12th St.
(Next to Dumping's)

753-0959

Cit.

753-4461

g.40,,st vo.
Hazzat.

eatso444...0

1Alu Inn Slit 9$

LEGACY UPRIGHT
CLEANING STEM

"Where the pnce and service
makes the pill easier to swallow."

• Extra-Poxertui Motor
• Permanenti‘ Attached Hose
and Tirol(adds
11
• Ft Reach %al- Hose i131'
,Piece
• Attached Deluxe'
Tool Set
• Dirt-Finding Headlight
• Built-in Air Freshener
s% stem

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
753-4175
Glendale at WhItnell
Hours: Mon.-FH. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

New York company
to look over
Paducah for site
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The
president of a New York company
that manufactures medical "smart"
cards will look over Paducah as the
possible site for a processing center
employing 200 or more people.
E. "Elie" Rabic of Onecard
Health Systems Corp. is scheduled
to meet Tuesday with Greater
Paducah Economic
Development Council leaders.
Rabie already has inspected sites in
Mobile, Ala., Orlando, Fla., and
Charlotte, N.C.
Onecard makes cards that
include a microchip capable of
storing about one year of the average patient's medical history, he
said.
Additionally, the card can store
information about insurance, Medicaid or Medicare, and doctors can
write an electronic prescription on
the card. Information is read by
connecting a palm-sized reader to a
standard microcomputer, he said.
The card is now in use on a limited scale in New York, Connecticut and New Jersey. Rabie expects
to have 150,000 users by the end of
June and 15 to 20 million by 1997.

Commodities to
reach state soon
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky is scheduled to receive
1.9 million pounds of surplus commodities during the second quarter
of the 1992, the state Cabinet for
Human Resources announced.
The cabinet said that's up
500,000 pounds from the 1.4 million pounds received in the first
three months of 1992 but less than
the 2.7 million pounds received
between April and June 1991.

To Better Treat You...

Charles D. Tucker, M.D.
announces the relocation and expansion of his
office for the practice of

FUTURA CANISTER
CLEANE

General Surgery, Vascular Surgery
and Gastrointestinal Disorders

• rowermatx
Brushed Edge iearung
on Both Sides
• Convenient Tool Storage Holds
4-Piece Set
• Swivel Flow

+MURRAY
SURGERY
mu CENTER

MURRAY HOME & ALTO

Call For Appointment
753-8724 or Toll-free 1-800-962-2441
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Medical Arts Building
9th Street Entrance
3rd Floor
Suite 382 West Wing
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Classified

DEADLINES

xi
a

Iy

Deadlines are 2 days in advance arid are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 am.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
MERCHANDISE
ANNOUNCEMENTS
010
020
025
030
040
050
060
090
100
110

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

re

EMPLOYMEN
Help Wanted
Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
T.V. & Radio
Pets & Supplies
MISCELLANEOUS
Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted
Miscellaneous

130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
200
210
220
260
380

FARMERS MARKET

S8
rY

190
370
390
400
550

Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Seed
Feed &'

410
540
560
570
240

ADJUSTMENTS
Ack ertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads for any error The
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible fur only one incorrect insertion Any error
made
should be reported immediately so corrections can be

To PLACE AN AD CALL

7534916

Classified Ad Rates

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
REAL

Effective Jari Z

280
285
300
310
320
330
340
360

Rental
Mobile Homes Fur Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

40% Discount 2nd Hun. 60^, Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
$1.75 per column inch exum for Tuesday.

270
365
420
430
440
450
460

Sales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

V.

Days
Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230
250
290
530

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trdcks
Campers
Boats & Motors

'

6"

5"

4"

3"

2"

10"

25.00 30.00 35.00 40.00, 45.00 50.00

I

5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00

2

8.00 16.00 24.00 32.00 40.00 48.00 56.00 64.001 72.00 80.00

3

10.00 20.00 90.00 40.00

50.00 60.00 70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00

4

15.00 30.00 45.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00 36.00 1 54.00 72.00 90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

6

20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00

TRANSPORTATION
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

151,

Display Ads

SERVICES

ESTATE
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120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
254 per word 65.00 minimum lit day.
Si per word per day for each additional consecutive day.
$1.75 extra for shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.),
12.00 extra for blind box ads.
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AURORA Pizza Magic. PARK RANGERS, Game
Open all year at 5pm. Warden, Security, MainteClosed Mon and Tues. nance, etc. No exp. neces4 7 4 - 8 1 1 9 , sary. For information, call
1-800-649-3804
219-769-6649, ext. 7159,
8arn-8pm, 7 days.

WANTED
TO BUY

Interested offerors should contact the Purchasing Dept. General Services Bldg. Murray
State University, Murray, ICY or call (502)
762-4090. Bids will be accepted until April 6,
1992,2:00 p.m.at the Purchasing Department.

Dark Fire Cured,
Dark Air Cured
or Burley
Tobacco Base.
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Call
492-81188
1992 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
The Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act
has been repealed. Your
need has never been
greater for•comprehensive Medicare Supplement plan. Deductibles,
co-insurance and "nonapproved- charges can
cause your out-of-pocket
expenses to _mount up.
The Part A daductild•
you, or your insurance,
must pay has been increased to 6652 in 1992.
For riswe information
call:

PSYCHIC Festival. Paducah, KY. Saturday, April 4,
10am-8pm. Sunday, April
Dark Fired
5, 10am-6pm. Executive
Tobacco Base.
Inn, One Executive Blvd
753-7455 a.m.-5 p.m. Readings, booths, e.s.p.
492-8159 after SA p.m. testing, kirlian photography, psychic demonstrations. Free lectures every
15 minutes with paid adWANT to buy or lease fire mission of $5.
cured or air cured tobacco
base 435-4374.
060
Help
Wanted

Want to Lease

$350.00/DAY Processing
phone orders! People call
you. NO EXPERIENCE

McConnell
Insurance Agency

POSTAL JOBS Murray
area. $23,700 per year,
plus benefits. Postal carriers, sorters, clerks. For
application and exam inforcall
mation,
1-219-736-9807, ext.
P-3482. 8arn-8pm, 7 days.
RADIOLOGY DIRECTOR
A growing Radiology Department at Parkway Regional Hospital in Fulton, Ky.
has an immediate opening
for a Director of Radiology.
Excellent working conditions and benefits. Send
resume to: Administrator,
Parkway Regional Hospital, 2000 Holiday Lane, Fulton, KY 42041. EOE,
non
Shushan
Wanted
BABYSITTING in my
home. Experienced.
759-4490.
SEWING jobs wanted, including formal wear
753-1061.
WANTED: Alterations to do
in my home. 753-1379.

NECESSARY. WILL clean houses and of1-800-255-0242.

fices. Reasonable rates.
DRIVERS..*Min. age 23 '1 753-8994
year OTR exp. 'Spousal
100
riding program. 'Good pay
Business
and benefits with CDL.
OPPoriunitY
'27c/mile to start McClenTrucking.
don
COUNTRY Store for sale
1-800-633-7233.
with 5acres of land, V. mile
KY Certified Nurse Aid, 7-3 from lake, near 3 resorts.
and 3-11 shifts. Salary ne- 436-2722
gotiable. Apply in person,
9-5, Mon-Fri. Haws Memor- INVESTORS WANTED for
ial, Holiday Lane, Fulton, expanding publishing company, 2.5K minimum. SeriKY.
ous inquiries only. Call
LOOKING for experienced 759-1598.
lady for alterations for local
clothing store. Send replies
110
to P.O. Box 1040-H, Murware
ray, KY 42071.
To evy
13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. NEED a job? A 3BR house in Murray
GED? Hope for the future? 753-5870.
You may qualify if: You do ANTIQUES by the piece or
not have your GED or high collections. Call 753-9433
school diploma; You are after 5pm.
between the ages 0( 16 &
21. We are an E.O.E. This CASH for mobile home
project is funded by the tires $7-$12 each.
Western Kentucky Private 527-2932
Industry Council- J.T.P.A. COMIC books, buying all
Call J.T.P.A. Out Of School old comics printed before
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8
1970. All titles wanted. Bat8a.m.-11:30a.m.
man, Spiderman, westerns, humor, war, etc.
1-443-9557.
Mime ddi help

753-4199
"our 291.11 year ofearn ce"

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doors open et 6.00)

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 54 weat to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Se. Hats Road, right on So Hal* Road

miii

ALL PROCE[US GO 10 CHAR1 1 1'
Murray
/53 0466 P0 Box 1033

NO DOWN PAYMENT
BUILT ON YOUR LOT
New 3 BR Ranch. Energy efficient, brick home with 2 full
baths,fireplace,central heat and
air, vaulted ceiling, dishwasher,
range, wall to wall carpeting,
skylight, conventionally built on
crawl space over 1550 sq. ft. for
only $47,900.

I aid N1,irkel
\lain

TOP dollar for junk cars and
trucks. 759-4836 or
436-5322.

Appliances
REFRIGERATOR with ice
maker, stove, washer and
dryer. 354-8528

(502)582-1800

Basement & Garage Optional

Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent
MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA,Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 753-4199

the week. Apply
person,Jr. Food Mart,
4th & Chestnut, MUTray.

McConnell Ins. Agency

Jr

Hopkinsyille Fed Say. Bldg
7th at Main, Murray, Ky.

FO0f) MART

150
AM*.

Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Rooting and Welding

(502) 753-0468
•

1991, 16x80 CHAMPION,
Concord Classic. 3br, 2
baths, large rooms, lots of
storage and cabinet space,
vaulted ceilings, ceiling
fans. Includes livingroom
furniture, central WA,
kitchen appliances, decks,
underpinning. 759-9220.

APPLIANCE REPAII0
Service on all brands. window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

FactQry Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

24'x36', 3br, washer, dryer,
stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, power pole, central h/a. Must be moved
$5000 OBO. 753-8940 or
436-2306.

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steelealillbritten, Inc.

CUMMINGS Meter Poles.
Specializing in mobile
home electric services. 200
amp. $375. 100 amp $325.
435-4027.

DAVID SMITH
Construction

GIANT Clearance Sale
now in progress! Save big
bucks on all homes, nest'
and used Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc. Hwy 79E,
Paris, TN. 1-800-642-4891.
One of jhe South's oldest
and largest dealerships of
quality homes!

New Homes
Residential - Commercial
Additions - Metal Pole Barns
15 Yrs. Experience • Free Estimates
PHONE:
Route 1, Box 139D
26
502-437-30
42025
Ky.
Benton,.

YARD
SALE
SEASON

Farm
Equipment
501 FORD sickle mower, 7'
blade. 489-2273,
489-2840.

ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667.

Friday 3 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.
Monday 3 p.m.
Tuesdday 3 p.m.
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Thursday 3 p.m.

Monday Edition
Tuesday Edition
Wednesday Edition
Thursday Edition
Friday Edition
Saturday Edition

For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by
the

For

ANTIQUE rairoed stove,
$150. 36' we range, $50

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions
Ads must be paid in advance

*7.50
12.50
15.00

Murray Ledger & Times
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Robert J.
Rutherford

1987, 14x70, EXTRA nice,
2br, 2 bath, utility room,
built-in microwave, dishwasher, stereo, central
hie, wood underpinning
and porch. 753-4459.

WASHER, $50. 25 color
TV,$25. Bunk beds;$50. 2
desks, $10/ea. Zenith stereo system, $20. 2 seat
bench/table combination w/
cushions, $10. 753-4275
after 3:30.

FIREWOOD for sal*,
$25/rick 5 nets for $103
753-8396

SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br.
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209

General Repairs, Painung and Papering

1986 CHAMPION Doublewide, 28x44,in excellent
condition. Many extras included. $22,000. 759-9442
or 753-6567.

PRIVATE Investigato
D.B.A. Confidential Investi
gations, Southside Shop
ping Center, Suite *102
Murray, 753-2641.

2BR, electric heat.
$210/mo plus deposit Near
Almo Heights 753 1861 af
ter 5pm

RJR HONE REPAIRS

SOFA and chair. Manua
treadmill. 10 speed bike.
Rocking chair. Antique
metal single bed. Kitchen
cabinet. Tv and cart Call
492-8501 after 5pm.

25'SEARS color TV,$100
689-2032, 489-2875

496-6272.

1981 RIVERVIEW, 14x70,
3br, 1'4 bath, new carpet,
gas stove, like new bathroom fixtures, good condition. $9800. Murray. KY
502-435-4647.

Nome
Fundslirge

Firevanal
FIREWOOD,green or seasoned 753-5476

Mobile
Horne* For Rent

Homes For Sale

14x70, 1984 MONTEGO,
NICE 14x65, 2br, 2 bath
2br, 2 full baths, gas heat,
with
extras Very clean.
central stereo system,
For appointment,
large kitchen with bay win- $6000
evenings
dow and center island 354-6705
280
Large livingroom, lots of
Motile
cabinet space, extra nice.
Horne* For Rent
759-1466 after 5pm
1BR mobile home, furn14x70, 3br. 12x65, 2br
12x52, 2br 437-4424, ished, in Hardin No pets
437-4424, 437-4465
437-4465

1/0

MASSEY Ferguson 10
USED and antique furni- square bale hay baler. Also
ture, glass, tools, quilts. 5' bush hog. 753-9390.
Spears U Say-it vinegar
474-2262, ONE B Allis-Chambler with
jars....
RADIOLOGIC TECHNO- 901-64-6290
belly mower, sharp. Two
LOGIST. RT(R)sought for
Cub's with mowers. One
expanded Radiology de- USED pallets, 40x48, front blade and cultivator.
partment. Ultrasound and 436-5430.
753-1873 after 6pm
CT radiography experience
wooded
WANTED: mature
desired. Full-time position.
2110
imgroved or unimDay shift. Competitive sal- acreage,
Spode
Write: William
proved
ary and benefits. Send reEquipment
Route 3 Box 299,
Purkes,
sumer to: Administrator,
IL. 62568, or RALEIGH Accufit 2000 ExParkway Regional Hospi- Taylorville,
217-20-2171.
phone
ercycle. Works both upper
tal, 2000 Holiday Lane, Fulton, KY 42041
WANT to buy Civil War, and lower body Electronic
World War I & II, pictures, monitoring Excellent conguns, swords, documents, dibon. $500. 435-4546.
uniforms and equipment
ULTRALIGHTS Beaver
Part-Time
Call 753-3633, ask for and CGS Hawk ultralight
Positions
Larry.
airplane dealer. Lowest
Open for the right WELDER,torch, axles, and prices anywhere BJ enterpeopk. Must be able materials to build 20' dual prises, 753-7581
to work weekends, axle wood hauling trailer
flexibk hours during Any or aN parts needed
in 759-4850.

Since 1958

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Firewood

280

270

27/

FLOOR length wedding OAK and hickory $2750
pickdress with train & veil Call delivered or $2250
up 436-2778
753-9964 after gain.
pickedGILSON 5hp log splitter, OAK, no bark. $20
up. $25 delivered. Murray
$400. 753-7500.
436-5560
IBM Compatible computer,
8088-10MHz, 640K, two
220
drives, 30 Meg HO., monochrome monitor, $550
Musks!
OBO. 759-1265.
KIMBALL Spinet piano, exJOHN Deere riding mower, cellent condition. 753-7687
new Kohler 17hp motor, 46" after 4pm.
cut with hydrostatic drive.
Excellent shape. 759-9413. PIANO tuning and repair
759-9661. .
MILLIONAIRES MILLIONNS James
SOUNDDESIG
S
PANGBURN'
AIRES,
CANDY IS BACK IN MUR- C. Gallimore Electric. ProRAY. Charlie's Safe-T Logic Theater systems and
Whole House stereo sysPharmacy.
tems. 759-1835.
PROM or bridesmaid
dress, size 4. Jessica
210
McClintock designer.
Never worn, never altered.
Miscellaneous
753-2907.
COINS and stamps make
SEARS chain link fence, wonderful presents, invest204', (1) 3' gate, (2-) 5' ments and hobbies. We
gates. Asking $300. also feature proof sets,
328-8037.
silver dollars, coin and
SIZE 5-6 wedding gown, stamp supplies, foreign
coins and paper money_
with veil. 759-1466.
See our fine selection today
SUNTAN' Beds 'MOO. in Murray at Book Rack
Sundash, Montego Bay, (Dixieland Shopping CenSCA. Commercial and ter) and Treasure House
home units. We buy, sell or (Southside Manor), also at
trade. Also, we have all Toonerville Trolly Antique
tanning supplies. Store, (in Hazel, formerly
753-9274.
the Ox-Yoke), Mercantile
TAKING offers on a Pion- (Aurora) and Cissy's Gifts
eer Home Stereo, 150 and Antiques (Futton). We
watts per channel, tuner, buy coins and stamps and
appraise estates. CHRISTCD player, dual
OPHER:.S COINS,
turn t
time, 753-4161.
7
250
Business
Services

Ia

TAYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
(502)554-3267

AnIckis
For Sale

Help
Wanted

UPI
Notice

Murray State University is accepting sealed
bids for the lease of Tobacco Base Quotas:
Burley Tobacco-927 lbs., Fire Cured Tobacco2.26 acres., Dark Air Cured Tobacco-.18 acres.

210

150
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CLASSIFIEDS
MEI

530
Mobile
Horns Lots For Rent

I

RGE lot 1 mile east of
een Pla ns Church
' 1 21 5467

1900 Sq. ft.
O.

Storage or workshop with loading
dock & electncity
I

753-8809.

Firms
Fee IMO

& eupplis

HUDSON Company Sad
caes, Bridles 8 Horse sup
plies 753 4545 759 1823
753 6763

AKC Boxer puppies 1 Ni
male $100 1 male $150
753 25'9
AKC German Shepards
champion sired some
show prospects $300 up
436 2858
ALASKA/NJ Malamute Fe
male 2 years oid open
0 436 5272
,
AKC $10

2 or 38R furnished aparteents nice near unrver
ryi 753 611/ daytime
)J 360e rights
apartment near down
d hospital
'.3 2853 leave message
OR air apse near down
vve Mem•ey 753-4109
BDRM 2bath duplex with
arport on Valleywood Dr
eatiabie 4 1 9: $350 mo
'59 4406
BR 1 ,, bath upper _du
.cx Carpeted stove re'. gorator ac. woodburn
g hre;Jiace beautiful lake
,ocatxxi References and
Jeposit required Available
,4pri 1 436 2755 after
5O^1
'BR Duplex nice central
I A deck appliances Col
man RE 753 9898
'lAZEL Apartments Hazel
Y is now Tenting You
lust be 62 handicapped
r disabled New 1 and 2br
^-ts 502 527 8574 for
-ore irtormation Equal
'rous,ng Opportanity

#4,

k6 hew 2tiorm price du
ex *tr., garage d s
W D hookup No
:ers "53 7588 or
59 4703
'er-TW 2br duplex located on
'•...- rthrooac Drive Cal
•5:3- 1 266 between
00arn 5 00pm ask for
aulette
- AkiNG applications for
?ction 8 rert subsidized
.7.artmeets ' 2 P. 3 bed
• x..rms Appiy Hiildaie Apts
.1•7.•
,Ky or ca
13.7 4-3 EeO

4BR house newt), redenrated /603 Olnre 1br
rot 492 8225

CHOCOLATE Labrador
Retriever puppies, AKC
excellent bloodlines I
male 1 female $200 each
'53 9382 after 5pm
DAISY Grooming Satur
day, by appointment
753 7819
HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858
RED minature Dachshund
puppies 901 986 3693
days 901 352 2416 nights
REGISTERED AKC Rot
puppies
tweile•
901-479 24/4

Pubic
See

it

FARRIS Auctor Cor-oary
W Dan Farris Auctioneer
P0 Box 149 Haire KY
(502) 492 87969795 We
appratse arc sr:•1

Real
Estate
?DOC SC =A" 4'; •
Cu 7oart,a; cer-re.
or Aul. rer:
bued ng 43'4'45

APPROX 36 acres perma- 1988 MAZDA RX7, white,
nent pasture, 1 mile east of
excellent condition. 30xxx
Kirksey on 464 489 2273,
miles $7500 firm
489-2840
7535094
WANT to buy Good farm
1988 OLDS 98 Regency,
land up to 100 acres
fully equipped, excellent
759-9439
condibon Most sell No
reasonable offer refused
150
362-9828
Homes
1988 PLYMOUTH Colt
For Sale
wagon 5-speed, atc,
3BR 1 bath newly decor- 35mpg, one owner, x ated brick home in excel- dean $3700 492-8606 aflent neighborhood Nicely ter 5prn
shaded fenced in backyard Carport iv storage 1969 PONTIAC Bonneville
area Priced to sell' For LE, loaded, like new, must
call sell 753-0913
appointment
753 5904 leave message
1989 SILVER Mazda 626,
or 753-3895
arnohn,sr, new redid', one
BARKLEY Lake home owner $7200 489-2704
very private 4 acres 1400 after 5pm
waterfront $175,000
1991 MAZDA 323 Blue,
502-821 7911
am/frnics, a/c 18XX X
NEW 3br. 2 bath house in miles. $5000, OBO
Southwest Villa Subdivi 753-7022
sion Big rooms 11 closets
tots of cabinets Call CAR Stereo installedon
753 3903 to see anytime 753-0113. Sunset Bouleyard Music. Murrays AlNEW 3br LR, DR 2 baths, pine Car Audio Speciaist.
built in range and micro- Dixieland Center. 1 block
wave central ha quality from MSU dorms
oak cabinets walk-in
MUST sell, 1987 Buick
closet excellent loc.abon
Grand National, 50,000
75.3-5561
miles, excellent condition
NEW 4d, LR. DR. 28. After 5pm. 759-1577
walk in closet central hitt 3
fans, built in self cleaning
Frigidaire range Panasonic microwave disposal,
Was
oak cabinets excellent lo1979 CHEVY. blue convercation 753-5561
sion van Excellent condicentral
2E
NEW 5br LR.
Don, low miles, loaded with
h a carport built in range, extras $2800 1981 Ford
microwave, disposal conversion Rebuilt engine.
Adaptable to many family low moles loaded, $3600.
sizes excellent location 436-2858
"53 55E1
1981 GMC customized
NEW first offering Excel- van $4000 759-4406
ocation adaptable to
new ,weds growing tarnt 1983 FORD van, extra
fr
retifees built-ins long, tan, 6 cyl , 3-speed
wicoverdnve Motor needs
"535561 or 759-1610
overhauling 753-5377 after 5pm

ACREAGE
farm

O•

std•

502 354 95.5

KOFPER,
'2.26 200SX Yamaha
fers a corrpikee •ar-,-ge
Le".•re a 4 ere. er has reverse
Rea, Estate
$1300 1986 200 Big
wide select
weee' $875 437-4723
p• , ces
homes a
free 1988 YAMAHA Blaster
752 1222
1 97,0 251 - CME Ex! 4 wheeler looks and runs
711,_
good lots of accessories
$950 753 3959
PROPERT?
0G'•sey area
dwater or
Small or iarge acreage
4892151 after 7prr

REMAX Propertles Ltd
Bob Perrin Pat..' Dailey
Bob Haley Be; Air Center
3BR 1bath garage $375 1 502753 SOLD
oius deposit References 1 800 369 578C
No pets
•equ-red
SEL,_ your real estate a:
'27R.6P.5
auction with a local estat
"BR house in town April 1 ',shed firm Wilson Rear,
•;.' 4001 mo plus deposit 302 S 12th Murray KY
'53 3584
Phone 753 3263 DaARGE 2 3 tor house cen Miiier Associate and Auc
gas heat arid air condi boneer 435 4144
ing stove and refrigera
J 10;4 Male St $360
- 'es depos 1 No pets
'5; 1 265

38R 2 Path condo in Mur
ay for sale or 'ease
75.3 3293

HOMESITESI, ' Prestigiote
Area Turn at Woodgate
sic, on JOhncy Robertson
Road County taxes city
Jttibes Eight new homes
Pa.. 1 Dailey RE MAX
753 7653

CREEKV EW Self storage
NarehoJsr,s on Center
Drive
Shoney's
$20 $40 m a 7594081

Fees
For See

GPOWES M!nt Ware
houses Spine available
75'3 38'18

MINI FARM are you ready
for spring piaritrig", Come
see this lovely 100 acres•
farm. appros 60 acres Ir.
row crop 4br 1 tat', trarne
370
house hog operation to top
livestock
Supplies
out 600 head Priced at
$65 000 Moody Realty
13 COWS 8 calves arid Go . Inc William E Moody,
Beetrnaster bull 474 2332 Realtor 414 Tyson Ave
after 5 30
Pans TN 1800-642 5093

Mathis Transmission
Service
624 N. 4th St.. Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive,
overdrive, automatic tt- standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

Smith Masonry & •
Home Improvement tfBlock, brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered
with brick. Remodeling, decks, additions,
garages. Fireplaces a specialty.
yrs. Exp. Free Estimates
Call 527-8275 or 1-800-339-4312
For a Job Done Right Becamse We
Guarantee Our Work.

1975 RANGER with 1977
Mercury 150 Fully
equipped, excellent condibon. Most see to awed
ate. Garage kept
753-0509

ALEXANDER S Garage
gh.va. 464 Fantastic
rrechar, cs will work on
heavy equipment fork lifts,
bulldozers trucks and cars
Call 489-2595 ask for Ted
MASTER certlied auto
technician Tim Wilson,
wood Ike to serve you All
work guaranteed
753 359;
NEW di shields for pickups and vans foreign and
dr/Tr:Vic clear and smoke
$ •9 53iisia P.ck up bed
,,es $34 50 ea Key Auto
1215 753'5500
SAi..E and expert repair on
factory, car and home stereos, plus installation
Bear's Audio and World of
7 5 3 - 1 1 0 7,
S ou d
753-5865
145

Auto
Pets
TOPPER tor S-10 truck,
7'6'x 5 Good condition
$85080 or consider trade
759 9710

Used
cars
1976 OLDSMOBILE, $875
080 753-9324

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

130
Offered

Sonless
Wend

LITWILLER Building Farm
and residential set-up for
large projects Our business is built on quality
382-2211

THERMALINE Replacement Windows. Custombuilt, easy-dean. Senior citizens discounts. 759-4433
after 3pm.

Services

MOODY Mower Repair. TREE Trimming and light
Pick-up and delivery, all hauling Free estimates.
Pride
436-2102, ask for Luke.
work guaranteed
753-5668
In Our Work
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
FOR all your carpentry,
painting and roofing needs MOWING, Yard Work Af- Service Center, dewingFree estimates Guaran- fordable, reliable, efant servicing $15, most repairs
teed work at lowest prices Free estimates 753-9100 $35, all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
759-1672
NEED your gutters cleaned Mon
; 753-0530
Free Estimates
FREE SPRING CLEAN- or repaired/ Call 753-0834
Higgins I3ackhoe
WAYNE
ING ESTIMATES, Gutt9rs, PAINTING interior and exSeptic tank sysAPPLIANCE SERVICE bush and tree remoiials, terior Quality work Over Service
water lines, city
tems,
pruning,
planting,
hauling,
Westinghouse,
Kenmore,
20 years experience Ralph sewer, hauling. 759-4685
W pool 30+ years ex- mulching. mowing, etc Call Worley 436-5625
753-0611
Bobby Hopper, Jerry at
WEST Ky Aluminum. Put
PLUMBING Repairs We
438-5848
FULL Service Lawn Care work on mobile homes an end to costly painting
draft windows with AlA TO Z Services. General City or county, tree esti- 24 hour emergency, same- and
Siding and Certain
coa
436-2744
mates
electrical,
contracting,
day service 489-2525
Replacement WinTeed
plumbing, roofing, carp4i1-'
GALLOWAY Roofing SpeBill Speed,
dows
try, yard and house mainte- cializing in new roofs, re- PLUMBING repairman with
492-8103
nance Free estimates All roofs, and tear offs same day service Call
436-5255
work guaranteed Call Guaranteed work
WILL do mowing and light
759-9047 after 3pm
hauling 753-4355.
estiFree
PLUMBING
502-753-7941
mates. Affordable rate.
BACKHOE Service- ROY
GARDEN Tilling, raised or Same day servioe. All work WILL do plumbing, installaHILL Septic system, drivebon and repairs. All guaranbeds. Ask about guaranteed. 492-8816
leveled
ways, hauling, foundations,
teed. 753-4355, 753-1134
free weeding service
etc. 759-4664
REFINISHING, stripping,
901-232-8235
WILL mow yards Reasoncustom woodworking
BILL Musser Yardwork,
able rates Free estimates
too
lob
No
tilling
GARDEN
753-8056
treetrimming, fencing
753-7032 before 3 30pm
small, up to 1 acre
436-2043
ROCKY COLSON Home YARD landscaping w/20
753-1484 leave message
Repair Roofing, siding,
BLOCK, brick, concrete finBreaking
GENERAL Repair: plumb- painting, plumbing, con- years experience.
ishing Basements footwork. crete Free estimates Call and disking gardens, bushtree
ing,
roofing,
ings, garages, drives,
hogging. No lobs too big or
436-2642
474-2307.
walks_ 30yrs, experience
too small 436-5430.
13yrs in Murray area GERALD WALTERS ROGER Hudson rock haul753-5476 Charles Barnett Roofing, vinyl siding, paint- ing, gravel, sand, dirt, drrve- YARD mowing, trimming,
mulch,
ing Free estimates_ 18 way rock 753-4545, odd jobs. Hauling,
BRYON'S LAWN SERgravel, dirt, sealing driveyears experience. Local re- 753-6763
VICE Free estimates
ways. Free estimates
ferencee. 489-2267.
489 2691 after 5pm
SAM'S Yard Service Mow- 436-5501
GUTTERING By Sears ing, trimming, hauling
CARPENTRY, framing,
YARD mowing, landscapSears residential and com- 753-1598 Free estimates
roofing, foundations
ing, tree trimming, and tree
mercial continuous gutters
436-5598
removal Free estimates
installed for your specifica- SEPTIC TANK SERVICE
CHARLIE Davidson. All tions Cal Sears 753-2310 Repair, replacement, new Tim Lamb, 436-2528
installation, pumping, sewtypes of roofing and re- for free estimate.
YARD mowing and lawn
pairs Torch down rubber HADA WAY Construction ers, foofings, basements
care. Very ..reliable,
service
loader
Backhoe
roofing 753-5812
489-2715.
Home remodeling, paint- BRENT ALLEN, 759-1515
carpentry,
wallpaper,
ing,
Chimney
CHIM Chlm
LAWN care Dry wall texSweeps has 10% senior floor covering No job too SEWING machine repair
ture and finishing
Barnhill
Kenneth
citizen discounts We sell small 436-2052
502-354-8565
chimney caps and screens HANDYMAN will do plumb- 753-2674
LAWN MOWING. If you
435-4191
mg, electric and carpentry SHEETROCK finishing, want someone who is deLarry
ceilings
textured
rates
Reasonable
COLSON Lawn Service
pendabie, reasonably prChnsman 492-8742
Professional mowing and 753-0596
iced, and will do the job
trimming Guaranteed lowHOME Repairs Will do car- SPECIAL Touch Cleaning right, please call David at
est rates, $15-$80 per pentry, painting, plumbing Services A little help goes 753-6986. References
month, most yards
and electrical 436-2575 at- a long way. General house- available
4 8 9 - 2 5 2 5 , let 5pm
keeping & more. Reason
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
1-800-638-3921
able rates and references
INSULATION Blown In By Call Karen at 753-7381 For all your carpet and upCONSTRUCTION
holstery cleaning, call
Sears TVA approved.
Houses, additions, framing Save on those high heating evenings
753-5827 Free estimates
Tripp Williams, 753-0563
and cooling bills Call Sears SUREWAY Tree & Stump Dupont certified for
Insured with full Stanmaster.
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating 753-2310 for free estimate. Removal.
line of equipment Free esand Cooling Service Com- JAMES C Gallimore
timates Day or night,
plete installation and ser- Electric Fast, efficient,
753-5484
vice Call Gary at courteous service
759 475.4
T C. Dinh Repair and Main759-1835
Electrical - CleanCUSTOM drapes, beds- KITCHEN CABINET RE- tenance
1210/1212 Main
Sewer.
ing
901-642-6048
preads, etc
COVERY existing doors & Street 753-6111 office,
frames with woodgrain for- 753-0606 after 5pm.
mica, all colors Free estimates Wulff's Recovery TENNESSEE River Insulation Decrease your utility' THE Gutter Co. Seamless
Murray 436-5560
bills with adequate insula- aluminum gutters, variety
L AND L Lawn Service tion All types of insulation, of colors. Licenced, inFree estimates Call after old and new homes Free sured. Estimate available
759-4690.
5pm, 753-4001
estimates, 901-642-9174

Day 435-4168
Night 753-5847

BOATS arid Motors 1961
IT Skeeter, all electric,
wIPT, 90hp Johnson, less
than 100 hours, nice,
$4500 17' Marquis, low
rider tri-haul. 85 Evtnrude.
bit trailer, 41500 OBO Plus
motors and other boats
Will buy motors in good or
bad condition Also, trade
and do maintenance Jack
759-2543
TWO 17' boats, $295/each
Any reasonable otter will be
considered 759-9710
WAYNE Darnell Marine
Complete, boat and motor.
repair and service All work
guaranteed Fiberglass
specialist Buy, sell or
trade. Used boats, motors
and trailers Salvage parts
1 mile from Murray on Hwy
94E. 753-0079

%Mats
Offered
100% SATISFACTION Al
types home repair, electrical, maintenance No lob
too small BJ Enterprises,
753-7581.
A1A LANDSCAPING and
tree removal Tree and
shrub trimming, mulching
and hauling, major and minor groundskeeping
492-82541
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495
AAA Additions Decks,
vinyl siding, carpentry
work, house and floor leveling, drive-ways 40+ years
experience Free estimates. Call collect
901-247-5173

1969 GMC 2V• ton flatbed
truck Asking $1995
759-9710

LICENSED for electric.
gas, refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753-7203

G & L
Lawn
Service

28* 1975 HARRIS Pontoon
Boat, 120 inboard-out me
tor Very good condition
$SW° 354-8752

Motorcycles
•'41.7 AHA Specie
'5... rr
$600
4: 75 a'ter 330

Strokes
Offered

ilswiess
Maul

A LAWN Mowing Service,
436-5265

1976 FORD log truck, 800
series. 429 motor, air
brakes 489-2026

ALL Round house and yard
maintenance Mow, trim,
clean gutters, rake yard,
1981 TOYOTA diesel, trim bushes, haul trash,
good condition $1600 small construction work,
vehicle maintenance Free
OBO 436-5272
estimates. Call Scott
1988 TOYOTA pock-up Ex- 753-1235
cellent condition
ALPHA Builders- Carpen753-0789
try, remodeling, porches,
1989 CHEVROLET, short roofing, concrete, drivewheel base, stepside.Still ways, painting, mainteunder warranty Excellent nance, etc. Free estimates
$8350
condition
489-2303.
492-8298
AL'S hauling, yard work,
1989 CHEVY Silvered° tree removal, mowing. Free
Stepsode 25XXX actual estimates. 759-1683
miles Can be seen at 6th &
Poplar or cal 759-4481
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
1991 OLDS Bravada, roll
Danny Robinson
manufacturers Most parts
over. 18,000 miles, front
in stock, on my truck All
and top damage, $5750 work and parts warranted
1991 Olds Bravada, theft
Ask for Andy at The Aprecovery, needs motor, pliance Works, 753-2455
DELK'S Painting Service
trans , hood, tires and
wheels, seats and door
Interior, exterior, free estimates. 18yrs experience.
panels. $6503 1990 S-10
* Four Star *
Mayfield. 247-9816.
Blazer 4x4 theft recovery,
needs wheels and bres,
Mobile
Home
handyman
DEPENDABLE
radio, back glass, minor
will do yard maintenance.
&
1984
Service
Parts
body work, $6950
deck building and other odd
Corvette, theft recovery,
F'..ar Retsair,Carpet & Vinyl
jobs around the house, ExInstalled. Vinyl Underpinneeds front end, wheels,
perienced and affordable
ning. White or Slew Rae
tires, top and back glass,
Casting, Hest Tam Sing. _ Call Ray at 753-0187
$3750 Darnell's Auto
Pennhas• Decks.
Sales, 527-3512
DIAL Builders New addi.......an
Windows
tions, new homes, pole
Sliding, Storm Windows,
barns, total remodeling. No
Deem Single - Diamond
sne
lob too small. 436-5272.

Win Do
tiouseeleaninu
759-2599

Painting
Paper
Hanging

Attention
Classified Advertisers!

753-0616

Clad* With Dianiend

DOWNS Home Improvemerit Anything from remodeling to small additions
to your home 13yrs experience, all work guaranteed
Call Kyle at 753-4418 after
3pm for a free estimate

11120

18' LAYTON, al self contained, roof air $2500
436-5272.
1975 GMC Vedas 20 motorhome Roof air, awning.
good tires, good condition
48000 753-6481

198-4 29' CLASS A motor
home, 15ux mks, gener1977 CHEVY. $850 Good ator. a/c, microwave,3 way
condition 753-1265
refrigerator. split bath. new
1984 MAZDA 626, 4-door, Ores, owning, sleeps 6, ex5-speed, ps/pb a/c. tilt. cellent condition. $25,500
cruise Runs good $1950 1974 Volkswagon Super
Beetle, excellent condition,
753-4128
$1600 753-6842
1 984 NISSAN Sentra,
2-door, hatchback, 1984 COACHMAN 22', air,
5-speed air. ult psipb. awning, full bed, $5900
good condition $1750 502-395-4424
753-4128
22' JAYCO Camper Fully
1985 CHEVROLET Nova loaded, good condition Pr4-door, gray, auto .one iced to sell 436-5003
owner Call after 4 30, DODGE mobile traveler
753-6928
RV, bast, shower, a/c, ref.
1985 CUTLASS Calais, stove, sleeps 4, 28,000
V 6, 3 1 liter. loaded, excel- miles 753-3259
lent condition 247-2981,
247;9681, 489-2150
Boa
1985 TRANS Am, loaded,
& &Ow
t tops, excellent condition
14' SUNFISH sad boat, 2
7532783 before 2prn
sails, trailer $450
1986 HONDA Accord LX, 759-9309
4-door, 5-speed, loaded,
16' RUNABOUT, 140hp
clean Price Reduced
Meeduiser 14' Jon Boat
753-9656
motor and trailer 1900
1966 MERCURY Topaz Buick Skyhawk 438-2827
LS. one owner, sane w/
blue cloth interior, loaded, 17 1963 BOAT, motor and
69,xxx miles, new Ores Call Wailer $3000 value, asking
$2300 759-9710
753-5904 or 753-3895

Daher" & Installation
INS Single Deers
1140 Ceske Deers

Dial-A-Service is for you!
Dial-A-Service Is a handy clip-out section running each
Monday in the classifieds'. You get a 2x I display ad,regularly
priced at $9.60. for

Only $5 A Week!
(If ad runs minimum of 13 weeks)

Stop by our office today or call 753-1916

Contract Bridge
First Things First

North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable
NORTH
Phone 502-492-8488
•A 8 2
DRYWALL, finishing, reHwy. 641
AQ.J9 3
pairs, additions arid blow* N. Hazel *
• QJ 10
ing ceilings 753-4761
+94
WEST
EAST
•J 105
•(4 7 6 3
IP 6
•K 108 4 2
•K 7 5 4
•3
•Q J 1083
+652
CUSTOM KITCHEN GAMINE-TS
SOUTH
CUSTOM WOODWORIONO
•K 94
AN Typos Of:
V 75
Custom Woodworking
• A 9862
• •A K 7
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
The bidding:
-Drop by & see our showroom
North East
South West
400 SUNBURY MURRAY alsitNtl Sunny INeadi
753-5010
1 11,
Pass
2•
Pass
3•
Pass
3 N'T
Opening lead—queen of clubs.,
Whir Pumas.* and
Air C•riationang

D.C. ELECTRIC SERVICE
Of Hazel, Ky.
NEW - Remodels - Add On's - Burn Outs
Change fuses to Breakers - Upgrade Eli
Services. Add fan's or lights inside or out.
Affordable Rates
Plumbing - Roofing
Senior Citizen's
Carpentry - Drywall
10% Discount
Concrete - Painting

(502)
or

Don
492-8749

Bo
753-1186

other club forced out the ace.
South led a heart to the queen
and West showed out. Forced by the
heart situation to turn his attention
to diamonds, declarer played the
queen from dummy and finessed,
whereupon West took the king and
cashed two club tricks to put the
contract down one.
South was unlucky, but, even so,
the outcome was his own fault. He
could have insured nine tricks at the
start by attacking diamonds instead
of hearts, and he should not have
allowed himself to be distracted by
an alternative line y play.
All declarer hadTo do was to lead
a spade to the ace at trick two and
return the queen of diamonds,planning to finesse. Win or lose, he would
make at least nine tricks against
any distribution.
The early heart finesse opened
When there is a sure way of mak- the door to defeat if Emit had the
ing the contract,declarer should not king and the suit was unfavorably
adopt any approach that could jeop- divided, and therefore should have
ardize it. The principle is self-evi- been avoided.
dent, but the fact is that players
In effect, South allowed himself
occasionally violate it without in- to be diverted from his goal because
tending to do an
he happened to be in his hand at
Take this case where West led a
trick one and found it more conveclub againstthree notrurnp. Declarer nient to take a heart finesse than a
took the queen with the king and diamond finesse. Had he considered
tried a heart finesse, losing the jack the play more carefully, he Would
to East's king. Back came a club, have appreciated the importance of
won by West with the ten, and an- establishing diamonds first.
Tomorrow: A mind-reading problem.
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Looking Back

Today in History
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Today is Tuesday, March 31, the 91st day of 1992. There are 275
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Queen
Five hundred years ago, on March 31, 1492, King Ferdinand and soil,
Spanish
from
Jews
expelling
Isabella of Spain issued a royal edict
months that
except those willing to convert to Christianity. In the four
elsewhere.
refuge
followed, some 200,000 Jews left, seeking
On this date:
In 1933, during the Great Depression, Congress authorized the Civilian
Conservation Corps.
In 1943, the Rodgers and Hammerstein musical "Oklahoma!" opened
on Broadway.
In 1949, Newfoundland entered confederation as Canada's 10th
province.
In 1968, President Lyndon B. Johnson stunned the nation by announcing he would not run for another term of office.
In 1976, the New Jersey Supreme Court ruled that Karen Anne Quinlan, in a coma for almost a year, could be disconnected from her respirator. (Quinlan, who remained comatose, died in June 1985.)
In 1986, 167 people died when a Mexicana Airlines Boeing 727
crashed in a mountainous region of Mexico.
Ten years ago: President Reagan told a news conference he was
opposed to a nuclear arms freeze, saying the Soviet Union possessed "a
definite margin of superiority" over the United States in nuclear
weapons.
Five years ago: The judge in the "Baby M" case in Hackensack, N.J.,
awarded custody of the girl born under a surrogate-motherhood contract
to her father, William Stern, instead of the surrogate„' Mary Beth
Whitehead.
One year ago: Communists won Albania's first multiparty elections, but
democratic opponents scored victories in major cities. Voters in the
Soviet republic of Georgia endorsed independence. The Warsaw Pact
spent the last day of its existence as a military alliance.
Today's Birthdays: Radio and TV personality Henry Morgan is 77.
Actor Richard Kiley is 70. Actor William Daniels is 65. Labor leader
Cesar Chavez is 65. Former hockey star Gordie Howe is 64. Actress Shirley Jones is 58. Actor Richard Chamberlain is 57. Musician Herb Alpert
is 57. Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt., is 52. Actor Christopher Walken is 49.
Comedian Gabe Kaplan is 47. Sen. Albert\ Gore Jr., D-Tenn., is 44.
Thought for Today: "Where apathy is master, all men are slaves." —
Anonymous.

Ten years ago
Members of Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce,
civic leaders and interested citizens
gathered this morning for the dedication ceremony of the Commerce
Centre on U.S. Highway 641
North.
Pvt. Dale L. Martin has been
assigned for duty in Kornwesthelm,
West Germany.
Jewell McCallon, Gerald Stone
and Mike Burchett are officers of
the Kirksey Adult Farmer Class.
M.C. Garrott writes about Rex
Alexander who died in a car wreck
on March 28 in his column, "Garrott's Galley."
The Rev. Prentice Douglas of
Raymond, Ill., will be the speaker
at the 1982 reunion of Hazel
School Alumni on April 10 at Holiday Inn, Murray.
Twenty years ago
A mobile home, owned by Gary

a

Thirty years ago
Colson, at New Concord was
Charles Eldridge showed the
destroyed by fire on March 29.
grand champion and Glen Futrell
Jack Andersen of Ryan Milk
the reserve champion at Calloway
Company was guest speaker at a
County FFA and 4-H Hog Show
meeting of Murray Kiwanis Club
and Sale at Murray Livestock Co.
held at Murray Woman's Club
House. Morgan Sisk, president. Both Eldridge and Futrell are members of Murray College High
presided.
U.S. Air Force Sgt. William B. School Chapter of Future Farmers
Heise, son of retired U.S. Navy Lt. of America.
New officers of Murray Chamand Mrs. Paul R. Heise Sr., has
arrived for duty at Kadura AB, ber of Commerce are Holmes Ellis,
L.D. Miller Jr., Ed Fenton and
Okinawa.
John Dale, minister of New Pro- R.W. Churchill. James L. Johnson
vidence Church of Christ, was is executive secretary and Linda
speaker at the 12th annual Mother- Gruggett is staff assistant.
Army 2nd Li Isaac B. Adams,
Daughter Banquet held by Calloway County High School Chapter son of Mr. and Mrs. William H.
of Future Homemakers of America Adams, has completed a four-week
held at Murray Woman's Club chemical, biological and radiological officer course at Chemical
House.
Births reported include a boy to Corps School, Fort McClellan, Ala.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Garry Hale, March
23; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Mr. and Mrs. Glen H. McKinney,
March 15.
Jankson, March 24.

Forty years ago
Calloway County Singing Convention was held at Almo High
School with James Edwards and
Joe Pat James in charge of the
event.
Dr. A.H. Titsworth, Dr. F.E.
Crawford, Dr. A.H. Kopperud and
Dr. Hugh McElrath, Murray dentists, are attending the Kentucky
Dental Association meeting being
held March 31 to April 2.
Murray Rose and Garden Club
will be host to the Audubon Region's Sixth Annual Session of Garden Club of Kentucky to be held at
Murray Woman's Club House on
April 2. Mrs. Harlan Hodges will
be the guest speaker.
Lochie Faye Hart, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. George Hart, is a student a Stephens College, Columbia, Mo. She is rewrite editor of the
weekly newspaper at Stephens.

Dear Abby
of the blame. Ile accepted the chal- YOU know that on Feb.23,your article
lenge to drink himself -under the about the 2 1 -year-old college student
who died of alcohol poisoning was
table."
Everyone niust :.iccept responsi- published in the Port Arthur News
Abby, the same day that article
bility for his or her choices and i tions, but it's only human nature to appeared. a memorial Service w as
want to blame others tnrour mistakes held tor Scott. my I5-,:ear-idd son.
and misfortunes.
who died from the very same thing.
BARITIARA E FA(.1.KNER I could not believe the timing'
More than 700 people attended
DEAR BARBARA: You are Scott's memomal service, and apright, of course. Read on for a proximately half of them were teencoincidence that is stranger than agers The minister who officiated at
fiction.
the service read the article you had
Ii vourcolumn about Larry Kenneth
DEAR ABBY: I am writing to let Wooten. the 21 -year-old college stude nt w ho d rank 2:1 :hots of straight
It cost
e
Hula- on a dare trom trinds.
him his lilt'
I hope arid pray that the kids who
attended Scott's memorial service
w ill have learned a lesson. Ifjust one
of thorn is saved because of my son's
u v. re
rote abo
death an d the a rticle you
s acm
good w acoo
it, pe rhaps sme
phsed
h
I can't help wirndering if perhaps
rirrO;f7
Scott might have been spared if that
•f%gellii,
article had come out sooner But
So«y, Colonel. I've
;
_
io like that are useless now
questns
checked
What is done is ri,w history. iind
we must look ahead to the Intuitnol- an Indon
Thank you, Dear Ahhy. for educat*
.
71
ing our young people about this sub••.
ject. It could be a lifesaver for many
ItSr
SANDRA K. BL.RMEISTER,
"s„
PORT ARTHUR. TEXAS

DEAR ABBY:This is in resp4nse a guy, working for $5 an hour to pay
toThe letter from Linda Wooten of his bills and make money for his
Orange Park, Fla., whose son col- employer. Ile works lau, hours doing
lapsed and died after drinking 23 what he's paid to do — serve drinks.
He is not a baby sitter.
shots of liquor, one after the other
If the young man's mother is
She said her son did it on a dare from
look itig for someone to blame for her
his college friends. He was 21.
This was probably the young son's death, she can blame his
man's first time away from home. "friends,- herself and her on, His
but not the first time he drank liquor. friends were old enough to know
In Florida, the legal age for drinking that they had no business challengis 21, but that doesn't mean all col- ing someone to the height of stupidity. And his mother should have
lege kids obey the law.
Blaming the bartender who taught her son to be responsible for
served her son that many drinks his own decisions and actions. The
misses the mark. A bartender is just son, however, must accept the brunt

mg.
Itch,
'votes

Daily Comics
wi-IY CAN'T HE JUST SAY
"GOOD MORNING" LIKE
EVERYONE ELSE 2

:aptree
'tea

awn
D la,

By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE
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CALVIN and HOBBES
HE SAID I MIGHT. LEARN
SOMETHING About TME
SATISFACTION MAT CWIES
FRO14 A SOS
WELL DONE

DAD WANTS TO
MON ME LANN,
SO NES MAKING
ME PICK VP
STICKS

img.
I upcall
Hes
for

AND DID
?

'

4.

I SUPPOSE
?
r"P'
4t.

3 3,

•

.„.

DEAR SANDRA: My heart
goes out to you on the loss of
your beloved I5-year-old son.
Thank you for giving me permasion(on the telephone)to use
your name in my column.It took
a generous woman to say,"My
privacy is not as important as
sending'a lifesaving message to
our young people."

Dr. Gott
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

'less
nety
1nd:4e

CATHY

HAYING ELIMINATED
FAT, CHOLESTEROL,
SUGAR, CASUAL
SEX AND ALL
SERIOUS SPENDING,
FROM HER UFE,
THE '905 WOMAN
FINDS A Wt101E
NEW FIXATION fOR
HER LUST_

•••.,

Custer's recurrent nightmare

14
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Crosswords
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ACROSS

FOR SETTER or FOR WORSE

C 1992 Lynn JonnstonAhstr,buted

b Unwersa,

OF ALLTHE BAGS WERE.
-TAKING Hav1E,MOM WHICH ONE DIO ycolVANK
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GARFIELD
ANP SPENDS THE REST OF
THE EVENING WITH 1-115
LIPS IN A MOUSETRAP

THE NIGHT 9TALKER
CLOSES IN ON
HIS PREY

self
use
at
wein a
red
Fuld
a of

1 —
wrestling
4 Begin
9 Consumed
12 Game at
cards
13 Candle
14 Aeriform
fluid
15 Name
17 Clothesmakers
19 Pedal digits
21 Edible seed
22 Succeed
25 Mine
excavation
29 Artificial
langliage
30 Warm
32 Emerald isle
33 Poem
35 Evaluates
37 Spread for
drying

BOO GOOBO HOW
000 00000 ABA
00000 00BOUM
OUOU OB
0000 MOO 000121
0B0 00000M000
110 BOO 0012 OU
BO D MOOG D UO0
UM GIO
Imo
UM 001110
001000 000000
00 000100 BOO
MOO BOUM 000
3-31 ® 1992 United Feature Syndicate

DOWN
1 In music,
high
2 King: Fr.
3 Slogan
4 More
precipitous

5 Tantalum
symbol
6 Suitable
7 Harvest
8 Attempts
9 Time gone by
10 Sailor:

i
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l
1

2
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PEANUTS
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I MINK MY DO6 IS
GETTING WET

I SEE IT'S
STARTING TO RAIN
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YES M4AM .. MAY I
HAVE PERMISSION TO
60 NOME EARLY?
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

0

ead
and
Ianmid
inst
ned
the
ibly
ave

38 Loved one
40 Jumps
42 Cerium
symbol
43 Painful spots
45 Soaked in a
liquid
47 Music: as
written
49 At this place
50 Far
54 Hinder
57 Skill
58 Mother —
60 Couple
61 A month
62 Hair net
63 Still
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colIoq
11 kind of curve
16 Misplaced
18 Tardy
20 Flower part
22 Urges on
23 Cowboy
competition
24 Ceremonies
26 Morsel
27 Fragment
28 Finished
31 Demise
34 Audience
36 Went swiftly
39 Part of
R.I.P.
41 Withered
44 Antlered
animals
48 Trifling
48 Presently
50 Obstruct
51 Pension-plan
inns.
52 Pigpen
53 Also
55 Female sheep
56 Decay
59 Therefore

2 years I
/
DEAR DR. GOTT: After 21
was diargnosed with chronic depression and chronic fatigue syndrome.
My doctor says they go hand in hand.
What information can you provide?
DEAR READER People often become depressed from feeling constantly tired. Therefore, depression
and chronic fatigue DO go hand in
hand. The problem that stumps the
experts, however, is whether depression is a cause of the chronic fatigue
syndrome.
My answer is: in some cases. This is
the reason that a trial of anti-depressant medicine is appropriate for the
chronically fatigued patient who
seems depressed. In fact, many authorities have recommended anti-depressant drugs, such as Elavil, for all
chronic fatigue sufferers. Of course,
this therapy is given after tests to rule
out a physical cause for the
Symptoms.
The syndrome, consisting of exhaustion, swollen glands and sore
throat, is difficult to diagnose. Some
patients seem to suffer from persisting Epstein-Barr virus infection
("chronic mononucleosis"), whereas
other patients may have undiagnosed
Lyme disease or underactive thyroid
disorders.
Therefore, any patient with chronic
fatigue syndrome d&bIrves a full examination and a truckload of blood
tests to discover hidden physical ailments. If all the tests are normal,
anti-depressant medicine is a good
next option.
To give you further information. I
am sending you a free copy of my
Health Report "Mental and Emotional Illness."
DEAR DR. GOTT: It seems the
study of the French custom of drinking red wine has been the subject of
several articles I've read recently.
'I'm surprised you didn't point out that
cholesterol can be lowered by_eating
red grapes or drinking grape juice,
rather than drinking wine and suffering from alcohol consumption. Resveratrol is present on fresh grapes,
according to two articles I've read.
DEAR READER: Thank you for
writing. I was not aware that resveratrol, the natural substance purported
to prevent heart disease, is present in
grape juice.
Of course, you would have to eat
many grapes a day to equal the
amount of resveratrol in three or four
glasses of red wine, but I can certainly appreciate that grape juice might
he a logical substitute for the
teetotaler
iZ 1112 .011/cPA PIM ENT1r.liPRIM &Ms
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